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Volume II, Number 3

Board of Visitors to
have open forutn
by Matthew M. Pribyl

On Friday, November 1( 1988 the Law School Board of Visitors
will visit USD's campus during its annual Fall meeting. You're now
probably asking yourself, "Just who are the Board of Visitors and
what is the Board's purpose?" The Board of Visitors is a group of3540 persons, primarily attorneys and judges, who live and work in the
San Diego community.
'Support group' for Law School
The Board meets formally twice annually, once in the fall and
once in the spring, to assist the Dean and faculty at the Law School
to develop, evaluate and assist in implementing Law School programs. The Board also functions as a support group for the Law
School within the community, helping to disseminate information
and voice concerns of the Law School to the community. It also helps
to relate ideas back to the Law School that ·involve the legal
community and are of interest or importance to the San Diego
community as a whole.
'
Photo by Peter Allen
Professor Donald Weckstein first implemented the idea of a
Board of Visitors in the mid-1970's when he was the Dean ofUSD's
Law Library construction continues. Here a worker views progress of the
Law School. The primary reason for establishing such a group was
the realization that the Law School community .is part of a larger
'!ew addition/acing the steps leading to mezzanine levels
community. It was Weckstein's feeling
that the two could and should work closely
together, as was being done so successfully at other law schools across the country.
'
Today, the Board has assumed a prominent
role in our Law School structure by
I
by Charles B. Andre
in a day's work. And judging from her represent alumni for the most part, but also providing guidance, instruction and supsuccess to date, Schiff does a great job of include many parents of past and current port for the Law School as it develops its
law students. Some of these individuals curricular objectives and determines its
How do you raise $6.1 million for a law it.
school library? Most of us wouldn't know
Though she will be the first to admit have made very strong commitments, says ultimate goals in relation to the commuSchiff, noting there were some six-figure nity it most directly serves.
where to begin. But for Elizabeth "Libby" that it's ·an uphill battle and donations
~ids USD and community relations
Schiff, Cap.ital Campaign Director, it's all come in spurts rather than a steady stream, gifts.
The sum of these contributions, either
Little recognition has been accorded
there is every indication that the full $6.1
million will be raised in time to meet the received or pledged over time, amounts to the Board of Visitors in the past, yet it has
ongoing financial obligations of library $2.2 million, or roughly one third of the been integral in providing the Dean and the
$6.1 million figure required to expand and faculty at USD with support in making
construction.
renovate the existing library.
important policy decisions at the Law
$2.2 million raised to date
The
fund
raising
drive
for
the
new
Legal
School
as well as helping to establish
Only $2.2 million has been raised to
by Maryann Salaber
Research
Center
is
part
of
the
acommunity
base for the Law School.
University's
Career Planning Director
date, with the breakdown as foilows:
larger flve-year goal of raising $57 million
Thus, the Board is a multhfaceted en$750,000 from foundations, $128,000 from
in endowment funds to enrich academic tity which at any given time may perform
Once again employers nationwide have corporations and firms, $550,000 from
life by attracting outstanding faculty and various functions for the Law School interinvaded our campus in hopes of recruiting trustees, faculty, and staff, $372,091 from
students
and by enhancing the physical nally and for the ?an Diego community as
qualified candidates for legal positions. In government and $400,000 from indiyidufacilities
on
campus.
a whole in relation the Law School. For
my first year here, 1984, we hit the golden als.
instance, Peter Nunez, the former U.S.
number of 50 recruiters. That was quite a
The James Irvine Foundation is the leader ABA accreditation at stake
The fund raising campaign for the District Attorney in San Diego and also a
milestone at the time. This year 140 re- in this fund raising effort. Its challenge
cruiters have been or arecoming to cam- grant of $750,000, matched one-for-one --Legal Research Center is currently the current member of the Board of Visitors, ·
University's most pressing need. For un- worked closely with Dean Krantz during
pus. What this number does not reflect, with gifts from individuals and law firms,
less
the library is expanded to relieve that administration to setup an internship
however, is the fact that employers are has already been met and thus represents a
looking ata greater percentage of the class. million and a half dollars toward the lofty overcrowded student conditions and a cli- program for USD law . students at the
In 1984, a firm would typically sched- goal needed to complete the Legal Re- mate control system is installed to pre- U.S.District Attorney's Office.
Programs such as this and other clinical
serve the quality of books, the Law School
ule one day of interviews and see 14 stu- search Center.
and
internship programs at USD are vital
could
lose
its
accreditation
with
the
Ameridents at half-hour intervals. That transNext in order are the local corporations
lates to less than 3% of the second- and and law firms that have made contribu- can Bar Association. The current con- in building a strong and respected_Iegal
third-year classes being interviewed. Not tions totalling $128,500. These include struction and subsequent renovation of the program, and would not be possible witha very bright picture. Today, however, it is gifts from Gray, Cary, Ames & Frye; Higgs, existing interior will correct these defi- out the support and assistance of members
not unusual for a firm to schedule two Fletcher & Mack and Luce, Forward, Ha- ciencies. But the work cannot continue of the Sari Diego community, both legal
days of interviews or to send two inter- milton & Scripps. Another firm, Hinchy, unless additional funding becomes avail- and non-legal.
Additionally, the Board has been an
viewers to see as many as 45 students.
Witte, Wood, Anderson & Hodges, made a able. The search for additional funds thus
instrumental body for providing advice
Four years ago we had no recruiting gift on the occasion of the firlil's 25th an- becomes more urgent and critical.
It is the next phase of fund raising that and counsel to the Dean in situations
program in the spring; but now we can look niversary.
Schiff
therefore sees as her most difficult where a proposed program or institutional
forward to at least 50 employers in March
Among gifts from the University trusof 1989. Additionally, today's recruiting tees, faculty, and staff, Schiff says that five challenge. She notes there is a psycologi- change at the Law School would possibly
program involves a greater variety of trustees have made significant donations cal factor inherent in giving, whereby would- affect the community or at the least the
employers. In the past, the only employers and others affiliated with USD have also be donors perceive a lack of need once community's view of the Law School with
who actively recruited at law schools were shown a strong commitment to the library construction begins. They tend to think respect to that particular situation. The
your 400-attorney mega-firms who com- cause. This source of gifts totals $550,000. the Law School doesn't need their gifts Board can act in an advisory role directing
peted for the top 5%.
Another source of major funding for the because school administrators wouldn't positive action or may merely acquiesce in
Today, medium-sized and smaller firms, new library construction is the U.S. l)e- proceed with construction unless sufficient a planned course of action. Either way, the
government and public agencies interview partment of Education. This source repre- funding had already been raised. Schiff Dean and faculty have available to them
on campus as well. They are more likely to sents a $372,091 grant for research facili- flatly rejects this idea, however, noting the individuals outside the Law School comneed for additional funding is very real and munity to whom they can present ideas for
take a "holistic" approach to selecting ties at the new Legal Research Center.
advice and counsel.
candidates. That's encouraging, espeRounding out the list of contributors are critical to the success of this campaign.
The Board's advisory role not only
In order to attract additional contribucially since the majority of law school the numerous individuals who have given
graduates end up working in medium-sized upwards of $400,000. These individuals
(Continued on page 12.)
(Continued on page 14.)
and smaller firms.

$6.1 million needed for library construction
Improvements assure continue·d accte·d itatiort ,.

Campus Recruiting
shifts into high gear
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Mid-term policy stirs campus controversy--differing viewpoints
Faculty needs to modify grading impact of mid-terms but keep learning benefit
by Charles B. Andre

Now that mid-terms are over, students
can sigh in relief that this first hurdle of the
academic year is behind them. As if returning from examination "bootcamp,"
heavy with fatigue, they can resume normal lives briefly interrupted by the kinds
of pressures usually reserved for December finals. They can take off for a weekend, go to the beach or recreate at some
long overdue party. But whatever students
actually do, they cannot help but wonder
about the value of mid-term exams.
And it is right for students to wonder.
For under school policy, as promulgated
by the Bar Improvement Committ~e last
spring, mid-terms are being conducted as
an experiment, the basis of which concerns
their purported benefits to students. The

Committee believes mid-terms should
benefit students in three general areas:
learning and testing performance, timely
assimilation of semester material, and class/
exam preparation. It follows from this
policy that the true measure of these benefits lies in the studems themselves. They
are the ultimate yardstick against which
the success or failure of the Committee's
policy must be viewed. That view must go
beyond mere faculty assessment of grades;
it must include factors which can only be
assessed by the students themselves.
But it is important to keep in mind the
distinction between mid-terms as a means
toward learning and mid-terms as an end
result. Any assessment of the Committee's policy must examine the learning
aspect of mid-terms as distinct and separate from grades. For this reason, we have

an early advantage in evaluating mid-terms
without bias from grades.
If we limit the scope of our inquiry to
mid-terms as strictly a learning device, we
can ask whether the Committee's policy
does in fact provide the benefits purported.
The question is whether law students are
academically enriched by mid-terms or
whether their legal education is undermined as a consequence.
To answer that question, it is necessary
to look at what students do to prepare for
mid-terms. For th~ most part, they make a
careful review of/all the course material
cove.red to date i~luding cases, principles
of law, issues an other factors weighed by
the courts in le ning in one direction or
another. They1also pour over their class
notes. Many stµdents will compilC?, organize and synthefize this information into a

comprehensive outline that provides a far
more efficient understanding of the material than mere review. And still other
students will consult treatises and commercial outlines that add yet another dimension to their understanding.
It is easy to say this approach would be
followed on a continual basis anyway. But
it cannot be said for all students, for all
students do not study alike. Mid-terms
thereby ensure that all students acquire a
stronger understanding of course material
in advance of finals, but with the same
deliberateness of purpose used in studying
for finals.
The result is a better and more complete
working knowledge of course material
covered to date or, in the alternative, an
awareness of one's shortcomings in grasp-

in open-book, open-note exams.
But the administration contends that
mid-terms are beneficial. One reason cited
for implementing mid-term exams is to
improve Bar passage rates. The theory is
that by taking 12 sets of exams, instead of
only six, test taking skills will be improved
which will improve Bar passage. But thirdyear day students will now be taking eight
sets of exams instead of six. Taking two
more sets of exams is unlikely to have a
beneficial impact on my Bar passage.
Another theory is that overall grades
will improve with more frequent testing.
This assumes that students will be forced
to study half the semester's material, become aware of their weak points and be
better prepared for the final exams. But
with the mandatory tight curve currently
used, overall improved skill will neutralize any grade ch·ange. In effect, higher
standard will be used to give the same
grade.
Yet another theory posits that mid-term
exams force students to "pace their learning so they won't have to cram as much for
finals.'' This paternalistic theory assumes
much. It assumes that students wouldn't
pace themselves otherwise; it assumes that
final exams will not be cumulative; it assumes that students are given the same
amount of time to "cram" for mid-terms .
a's for final exams.
If mid-term exams were representative
of a particular professor's final exam, and
if students really did get valuable feedback
on their performance, mid-term exams
would benefit the students in both taking
their final .exams and improving their understanding of the class material. Unfortunately, not all mid-term exams are .repre~
sentative. Many professors are administer~,
ing multiple choice questions for a midterm and essay questions for finals. These
mid-term exams are being administered in
a manner more conducive to easy grading
than to be'tter learning.
I am not opposed to the implementation
of teaching methods that would improve
my learning and test taking skill. In the fall
semester of 1986, I participated in a study
conducted by Professor Hartwell of methods designed to do just that. The students
who retained the most information and had
better grades were students who took multiple choice quizzes every week, with immediate feedback and discussion. The new
mid-term exam policy is not in any way
rationally related tQ the findings of this
study. · ·
..
Draconian policies·forced on students
without any explanation do not serve to
.foster ·good school spirit. The mid-term
exam policy is on a long list of examples
where lines of communication between
adminisi.tration and students are closed.
This list includes inadequate support services, ~haotic registration and inadequate
access to upper-division courses. We are
paying Neiman-Marcus prices for Price
Club attention. Lack of dialogue between
the students and law school administration

addressing these c.oncerns fosters a growing attitude of adversarial hostility toward
the administration. Hostile students become hostile ~lumni.
Openness ~in setting and implementing
new policies will go a long way in creating
a better sense of a law.school community.
The law school is aggressively soliciting
contributions from the students' parents

and alumni. According to a subscriber study
conducted by the ABA Journal, lawyers in
private law firms averaged $107,450 annual salaries in 1987. If the atmosphere of
hostility continues, when current students
become alumni and are asked to contribute
part of their lucrative income, more and
more will JUST SAY NO!

(Continued on page 3.)

Mid-terms serve no purpose -- No communication the problem

Dear Editors:

Any benefits attributable to the experimental mid-term exam policy are totally
voided by the countervailing detriments.
The detriments are the confused and inefficient means chosen by the law school administration for implementing this new
policy. The most significant detriment is
the widening gulf of antagonism between
the student body and the law school administration. Hostiliiy is now festering in
the already open wounds of student distrust and frustration. Openness in setting
and implementing new policies is the best
disinfectant.
To my knowledge, except for our -.:i-.:c:ted
Student Bar Association president [oflast
year], student input was neither solicited
nor encouraged when the mid-term policy
was being discussed. One student voice
was heard and that student voice did not
solicit a spectrum of student opinion.
This is symbolic of an ongoing problem,
a lack of communication between the students, faculty and administration. Dean
Krantz held at least three informal student
forums in the past two years. Student attendance at these forums was not overwhelming, but ritual becomes most important
when denied. Since August, the outer door
to the Dean's office has been closed. Perhaps this is an innocent gesture; it is an
editorial comment none the less. Students
are figuratively and literally shutout of the
process of administering their law school
education.
Confusion over the mid-terms started
with the first publication of the academic
calendar, where "Mid-term exam week"
first appeared. Rumors circulated that midtyrms would only apply to first-year students, that only required courses would be
subject to the policy, or that the policy
would be optional in all upper-class courses.
The first offical statment addressed to the
student body that I am aware of appeared
in Motions on September 27, 1988.
More confusion began to surface as
professors, after the September 16, 1988
vote, started to announce the specifics of
their mid-term exams. The type and weight
for the exam as well as its effect on the
final exam were all matters of discretion.
Few professors were enthusiastic about
writing and grading the exams.
With the last day of classes on Friday,
October 7, and the first day of mid-terms
on Monday, October 10, precious little
time existed to assimilate the new class
material as well as prepare all the class
material in a cohesive outline. Students accustomed to having a study period were
feeling the crunch, especially for exams
administered on Monday. The late announcement of the exam schedule did not
help students to efficiently plan their study
time for exams.
When it came time to take the exam,
with one exception, no alternative rooms
were pro\lided. In classes with 80 or more
students, there was hardly an empty chair,
never an empty space on either side of each
student. This was particularly distracting

a

I

Susan K. Mazza
3rd-year student

REBUTTAL: Mid-terms valuable and
implementation policies being reviewed
Dear Editors:
Ms. Mazza' s letter to the editor raises a number of concerns about the administration
of the Law School, many of which relate to its responsibility to implement a mid-term
examination po~icy. · This policy was adopted by the faculty in the Spring of 1988.
One of Ms. Mazza' s primary concerns has to do with the communication with the student body. This administration is committed to keeping students ·well informed on
matters affecting their interest. To the extent that she perceives that the failure to
communicate with the student body on mid-terms is related to a change in administrations, her conclu~ion is not warranted by the facts. Acting Dean Morris and I did not
assume our administrative responsibilities until August 1988, well after the time that the
mid-term examination policy was adopted.
The current administration has attempted to keep the faculty apprised of the mid-term
examination policy so that they could accurately and effectively counsel students on how
the new policy would apply to students in their respective courses. I wrote an extensive
memorandum to the faculty on August 24, 1988 outlining the specific provisions of the
mid-term examination policy. A proposal in early September by the Teaching and
Testi g Committee to significantly modify the mid-term examination policy was considered and approvect by the faculty on September 16, 1988.
·
Following this modification on September 16, I wrote a memorandum to the faculty
explaining how it would effect mid-terms. The current administration has done
everything possible to keep the faculty apprised of the mid-term examination policy and
modifications to it so that students could be counseled accordingly. It has also attempted
to keep students apprised through Motions and Sidebar. In addition, Jack O'Donnell,
president of the SBA, attended and participated at each faculty meeting this year.
Another concern of Ms. Mazza relates to student participation in the decision making
process thatr,esulted in the adoption of the mid-term examination policy. The 1987-88
president of the SBA, Leslie Clement, actively supported the adoption of the mid·-terms
andrepresented to the faculty at the various meetings at which the policy was debated that
there was general student support for this concept. It is not clear to me on what basis Ms.
Clement formed her opinion. It is clear to me, however, that she was the representative
of the student body at the various faculty meetings.
A third concern expressed by Ms. Mazza has to do with the administration's alleged
failure to provide alternate or additional rooms within which students could take their Fall
Semester mid-term examinations. On September 20, 1988, I wrote a memorandum
asking each member of the faculty to let me know whether he or she wanted or needed
an overflow classroom so that the students would not be crowded. Each member of the
faculty who requested an overflow classroom was given one. Those who did not make
·such a request were advised that none would'be provided.
The final point raised by Ms. Mazza has to do with the benefits of mid-terms. The Bar
Improvement Committee advised the faculty last spring that mid-terms would have a
number of benefits. Th.e committee believed mid-terms would give students an early
benchmark of performance that would be useful in ·detecting learning problems. Midterms would also:require. s~uclents to pace their learning and to avoid cramming for final
examination~.· The .conuµittee also thought that mid-terms would improve student
preparation fo:t9las~ di~eu·~sion. Many additional benefits· were noted by the faculty
during the debate' on -the policy of whether to adopt mid-term examinations. The
Teaching and Testing Committee; cfiaired by Professor Kevin Cole, is in the process of
assessing the value of mid:termS:- This committee should report to the faculty early next
year~ Should students wish to express an opipion on the benefit or detriment of mid-terms,
they may do so by contacting Professor Cole or,me. If you choose to comment on the
current policy, it would be highly desirable to put your comments in writing.
We look forward to working with students on matters of common concern. Dean
Morris plans on scheduling an open student forum with the administration in the next few
weeks.
--Associate Dean John Mlnan

j
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Mid-terms need grading modification

From the Editor

(Continued from page 2.)

I'll bet you didn't notice that mid-terms have come and gone and everyone has some
kind of an opinion on them. We printed some of the Qpinions we received and will take
a more objective look at mid-terms and their success and/or failure in the Novemberissue.
By then, some of the problems will have been sorted out, test results will be in, solutions
will be being worked out and student input will have been gathered.
We'll also try to find out whether liking mid-terms or not is affected by other factors
like laziness at having to get your outline done early, missing time at work when the
person could be making $10+ an hour or just fear that taking two tests is unluckier on a
person's grade than taking one test. It might be interesting to find out how many students
change their tunes about mid-terms if they get good grades (or alternatively, bad grades).
Other things besides mid-terms are going on in the world though. Surprise, there is a
presidential election in November and an almost 200-page book out explaining .all the
different initiatives etc. up for thr~ vote. ,,
. Lines at the polls are expected to be horrendous because of the time required to cast
the votes. So even worse, people will probably selectively vote just to save themselves
timeand effort. Don't be one of them. If you are short of time, like most law students are,
send NOW for an absentee ballot so you can vote at your leisure at home.
Remember: He who is without a vote, can't complain about the winrrer. May the best
persons, and initiatives, win.
Starr Lee

Editor

Bear A. Stirr
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ing that material. In either event, the midterm policy has served a useful learning
purpose. It has either built a sound foundation oflegal knowledge from which subsequent course material can be more readily
learned and applied. Or it has pointed out
learning deficiencies that need to be addressed and corrected in conjunction with
feedback from the professor. Importantly,
such deficiencies are identified early enough
for students to take remedial action.
As a learning device, it seems clear the
Committee's policy benefits students. And
despite the study ordeal associated with
mid-term week, during which bleary-eyed
students can't seem to study enough, the
benefits attributable to this policy still
outweigh the study detriments. This is
particularly true of first-year students who
.have never taken law school exams before
and need all the experience they can get
from these "dry runs."
In terms of grades, however, another
set of circumstances arises. Make no doubt
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about it, grades at USD (or any law school,
for that matter) are serious business. Due
to competition among students, grades can
mean the difference between Law Review,
getting an interview, or ultimately finding
·
employment as an attorney.
On the one hand, grades can be viewed
as the sole reason law students study so
hard for their exams. On the other hand,
though, grades can be viewed as an unfair
burden placed on students at such an early
stage in their course material. After all,
who wants to be held accountable for course
material halfway through a semester? This
concern is particularly acute when midterm results can have such serious implications and, in the event of cumulative,courses,
the same material has to be absorbed again
for finals, with the same study pressures
revisited upon the students.
The crux of the problem lies in how to
reconcile the benefits derived from the
learning aspect of mid-terms with the detriments associated with the grading impact. One solution is to eliminate the im-_
pact of the mid-term grade unless the final
exam grade is lower. In this way, midterms would still serve as an incentive to
study hard for mid-terms, in the event such
grades are required to "bring up" a low
final grade. At the same time, mid-terms
would provide risk insurance against the
consequences of a real' 'bombshell'' final.
Under this proposed scenario, mid-terms
could not hurt but could only help students.
And both the le<\rning and grading aspects
of these exams would be viewed as educational benefits in accordance with the Bar
Improvement Committee's recommendation. Moreover, the result is a fair one in
terms of students themselves, since it allows them to make a choice similar to that
of the faculty in adopting mid-terms. The
Teaching and Testing Committee should
consider this proposal when assessing the
value of the currentmid-term policy.

Last month's 'Minority drop-out rate' story 'misleading' says La Raza students
Dear Editor,
"minorities" include Asian or American
As an organization of law students at
Indian students as well, then that percentUSD, we were alarmed at the article by
age is much higher.
David Hall, ''Excessively high minority
Statistics alone do not communicate or
drop-out rate scares," in the September
reflect alarm, despite the lead paragraph's
27, 1988 issue of Motions.
assertion that "according to administraThe article appeared to be another blunt
tion statistics," an "alarmingly high
attack on minorities in general and minornumber" of minorities were academically
ity law students in particular. Instead of disqualified last year. Possibly someone
focusing on the minorities who have done
might be alarmed by what the statistics
well, the article highlighted the negative -reflect, but that person was not identified
"drop-out rate scares." We fear that inin the lead paragraph.
stead of illuminating a problem, the article
If efforts to "streamline" the admiswill serve to further discourage minority
sions process did in fact bring in the "strongstudents from participating in the process
est entering class'' of minority students,
of education offered at USD.
what exactly are we talking about?
The article was rife with generalities,
"Strongest" meaning a larger percentage
inconsistencies and inaccuracies. The most
of minorities, or'' strongest" meaning acablatant were the statistical data: '' 11 blacks
demically qualified? If the latter, then the
and 22 Hispanics" in the entering class . supposed streamlining is irrelevant since
last year equals 10.3 of the 320 new stustrong candidates do not go through the
dents reported, not "9 percent" as written.
Diversely Qualified (DQ) admissions procIf, as implied in another paragraph,
ess, something Hall's article seemed to
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that the DQ program is a very special
touch upon but then confused.
element of the admissions process. It is an
The DQ program takes into account not
element vital to USD's future as a leader
only raw academic and LSAT scores, but
among American law schools in granting
also an applicant's contributions to his/her
opportunities to minorities.
comm.unity. Minority students and white
The real minority recruitment problem
disadvantaged students who do not qualify
that exists at USD is not related to the
under regular admissions may be consid''quality'' .o(students recruited-- it relates
ered for admission under DQ.
to the quantity of the students accepted.
The labels "minority" and "DQ" stuThe fact is that USD is not recruiting
dent are not interchangeable, despite the
enough minority students. USD has develconfusion in Hall's article. Minority stuoped, continues to have, and encourages
dents may qualify under regular admisits reputation as a "white island" in San
sions -- only those who do not are "considDiego and among law shoals nationally.
ered'' under the DQ process.
· La Raza fears that under the guise of
What all DQ candidates share is their
improving the.school's reputation by foinability to qualify under regular admiscusing on improving bar passage rates,
sions. These candidates may be minority
minorities will once again get the "short
applicants or economically or physically
disadvantaged whites. Yet, because of endofthestick." Inotherwords, "streamlining" is another way of explaining a
their breadth of experience they can proreduction in the minority input in the
vide a contribution to the USD·law community equally as valuable as that of a can- . admissions process.
Higher academic qualifications will result
didate admitted under regular admissions.
in "better-equipped" or "stronger" firstMinorities in general suffer obstacles in
year students, who have a better chance at
their minority experience that hinder their
bar passage, resulting in a better school
college development. They historically
reputation. In the meantime, fewer mihave suffered from substandard schooling,
norities will be admitted and fewer minorisocietal poverty and job discrimination.
ties will pass the bar.
Individual applicants may have had to work
· If and only if DQ students receive the
while attending college, dealt with family
proper support can they be expected to do
problems and been blocked by language
as well as "qualified students." But curbarriers. What the DQ program attempts
to do is equalize those negative factors. so rently they do not recieve that support financially, academically, through tutoring
. that a disadvantaged candidate may be
programs, or otherwise. Scholarship money
judged equally with those candidates who
is tight and restricted, which can prevent
have not undergone such hardship. Schools,
many otherwise capable students from
including USD Law School, are benefitted
attending. Emphasis on statistical scoring
by having a diverse student body that inblinds USO from looking at advantages
cludes more than just those with high adacthat diversity can offer to all students.
ademic qualificiations or a high potential
The proper emphasis is for USD not
for bar passage rates.
only to encourage minorities to apply, but
The DQ program gives minorities who
also to apply through the DQ program.
were rejected by the regular admissions
Then USO should provide them with the
program an opportunity to prove themsupport needed to succeed in school and in
selves in law school. Were we to concenthe bar exam. Arr opportunity is what is
trate not on the very small percentage who
needed -- an opportunity is all we ask for.
did not succeed, but on the great majority
La Raza•
who did attain success, we would realize
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e
D. Bar
reviews that
provide ''outlines.''

~

Kaplan-SMH Bar
Review Services
which provides you
with full narrative
texts for all of the
subjects you will see
on your bar exam.

Ask The Right Questions,
Get The Right Answers.

See your Campus Rep, or call:
STANLEYH.

KAPIAN-SMH

BAR REVIEW SERVICES·

(800) 223·1782 (800)343·9188
,·

© 1987 Kaplan - SMH

David Bigelow
. 277-6744
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Appellate judge Huffman: still enjoying law, students and life
by John Altomare

On October 13, 1988, USD Adjunct
Professor Richard D. Huffman was sworn
in as an associate justice to the Fourth
District Court of Appeals. His appointment to the higher bench after only three
years as a Superior Court judge underlines
Huffman's excellent character and impressive professional record: Judge Huffman
has served on the bench since his appointment by California Governor George
Deukmejianon April 30, 1985 to the Superior Court for the County of San Diego. In
August he was nominated by Governor
Deukmejian to sit on the Court of Appeals.
Hence, his confirmation hearing held on
October 13, conducted by the State Com:.
mittee on Judicial Appointments, resulted
in his formal installation and swearing in
ceremony for that position.
The fast-rising Judge Huffman has been
an adjunct professor at USD School of
Law since 1972. He teaches courses in
Criminal Law and Criminal Procedure in
the Evening Division. During our brief
meeting in Judge Huffman's chambers at
the County Courthouse, I met a man with a
very busy, very full schedule. Yet, his
quite comfortable, relaxed disposition and
youthful presence made it clear that this
judge-professor-AB A lecturer enjoyed his
challenging career.
He therefore responded in a very natural way to my first question by saying, "I
do not find my schedule tiring at all, if
anything it's exhilarating." He added,
"I've been teaching a few nights a week
while sitting on the bench for several years
now, and I look forward to the possibility
of expanding my teaQhing activities more
in the future.'' Though, when asked whether
his wife was as pleased with the judge's
schedule, he just grinned and remarked,
"Well, we pass each other in the driveway."
Seeing this personal side -- and not at
all judicial manner -- creep into our conversation, I then wondered what effect the
years of prosecuting and judging criminals
had on the man, Richard Huffman, as distinct from "Your Honor." (Professor
Huffman was first involved in civil matters
as Deputy Attorney General of California
during the years 1966-1971; however, since
then, and prior to his judgeship, he was in
this county's D.A. office, involved mainly
with criminal law. He was also Supervising Judge of the Criminal Division priorto

his assignment in civil matters.) He again
referred to the historical fact of his longterm commitment and experience. "I've
been in the field of criminal law for over 15
years. It has its difficulties, like everything else, but overall, I have derived satisfaction out of the work I do and the significant achievements one can accomplish
in this endeavor'.'' He recommended his
experience of 15 years as evidence that he
has not succumbed to "burn-out," nor
does·he expect to at any time in the future.
Nonetheless, the difficulties can certainly be trying at times. I recalled the time
he presided over the Craig Peyer case,
remembering in particular how Judge
Huffman himself shed tears when sentencing Mr. Peyer, a highway patrolman convicted of killing a woman after pulling her
car over under specious circumstances.
(At the sentencing, Huffman captured the
devastating extent of the Peyer tragedy
when he noted that ' 'two families had been
destroyed~'')

In effect, the judge said such tearful
moments come with the territory and do
not suggest that one is "burned-out" or
"worn down" or beaten by the weight of
the dreadfulness of the matter. ''No, they
Fourth District Court of Appeal Judge Richard Huffman
merely signify that one is human.'' Huffman
added that, of course, during 23 years of In this particular case, Huffman held that
gal profession is perhaps best exhibited in
"being in the business of law, most of an alleged lover of Mr. Atkinson had no
his pioneering of the San Diego Inn of
which was criminal law, you're going to
Court, Inc. Huffman is founding director,
basis for her claim, charging that Atkinson
come up against frustrations -- and believe had breached an alleged contractual relafaculty member, and past president of this
me, it can get frustrating at times. And tionship between the two, relevant to her
non-profit corp01;ation designed to instruct
especially in instances such as the Peyer · abortion.
new attorneys in trial skills, primarily in
case, you're going to be faced with real.
the field of civil litigation. He and his
Huffman is also pleased with his new
tragedy. There is no 'burn-out,' only a appointment because he can have the best
fellow directors work closely with prominatural reaction to the tragedy. To witness of both worlds. "I can take extreme satisnent members of the bench and civil trial
the destruction of families is disturbing to faction in the pure pursuit of legal scholarbar in San Diego in formulating progress
say the least.' '
of the Inn of Court. The Inn of Court is in
ship, but it is ideal to be in a position to
We next discussed1lis recent appoint- apply that scholarship to solving real probits tenth year and has achieved national
ment to_the Fourth Appellate District. Of lems in the real world.'' The appellaterecognition as a model for teaching advocourse,., I was initially curious to know how level judgeship brings one ''beyond the
cacy skills.
he felt about serving on a court which application of judicial administrative soluHis interest in his students here at USD
undoubtedly reversed or modified his own tions [fact-finding] to the level where reis no less exemplary. Judge Huffman
served as Director of the University's InSuperior Court opinions from time to time.
view and application of judicial scholarstitute of Comparative Law in Guadalajara,
''I will try to make them see the light,'' he
ship is the method of solution and resoluMexico in 1983. He was an instructor in
said.
tion."
the Comparative Law program in Oxford,
In several ways, Huffman's background
Therefore, in terms of the evolutionary
England in 1985, and he also headed the
nature of a judge's work, Judge Huffman's
indicates that he was naturally drawn to his
Center of Criminal Policy and Managenew position and is well-acclimated to the progressive background indicates that he
ment. No wonder USD law students are
is "ripe" for the job. As Huffman prowork of an appellate-level judge: For in~
glad to hear that he plans to spend more
stance, prior to his appointment to the gressed from D .A. to criminal law judge to
time at USD now that he sits on the Court
Court of Appeals by the governor, Judge sometimes Pro tempore judge, and ultiof Appeals. Huffman hopes to get more
Richard Huffman sat in that court as a Pro mately to presiding judge of the Appellate
involved with the Law Review and other
tempore Justice, where he deliberated over Division of the Superior Court (since Janulaw school activities as well.
the somewhat infamous case involving ary of 1988), it is no wonder to find him
I guess it was only in keeping with
saying that ''for a number of years I enRichard C. Atkinson, Chancellor of UCSD.
Huffman's fine character that we had to
joyed dealing with the legal arguments
close the interview so he could purchase
over fact finding." Huffman then exflowers for his Superior Court staff. As we
plained that it was in keeping with the
walked out of the labyrinth of the County
evolutionary aspect of his work that it
Courthouse,
he talked spiritedly of his stumade
sense
that
a
judge
should
want
to
whether the organization-sponsored event
dents
and
the
concerns of the new mid"quit
at
one
level
and
move
to
the
review
is scheduled and confirmed. Under the ·
term policy. AJs always, he was earnestly
level of the Appellate Court.'' For inSBA bylaws,'if an event is still tentative as
and sincerely concerned about his stustance, it is only the seasoned judge who
to its speaker, date and cost the SBA will
dents.
can "look at a case transcript and see the
deny funding until afterthe event is settled,
underlying
issues
and
a
whole
onslaught
of
at which time the organization can reapply
that case's developments -- automatically
for funding.
-- whereas the novice does not have this
After the individual hearings, a total
sixth sense quite developed as yet.'' Likebudget is proposed and voted on by all of
wise, ''when you get to this level where
the elected members.
This year the SBA limited allocation of you see all these things surfacing from a
case transcript, you know it's time to quit
operating costs·to $100 per organization
that level [fact finding] and move on to the
The USD Parking Committee is curand limited funds for expenses for confernext [legal analysis]."
rently studying the report submitted by a
ence delegates to only one delegate.
As a firs t-year law student, I couldn't parking consultant. The University hired
The following is the SBA budget for the
help but remark that it's curious that we do
the parking consultant this summer to look
1988-1989 school year as of October 18:
Amnesty International, $500; Moot just that from the start (i.e., legal analysis
at the entire parking situation on campus.
emphasized over fact finding). He agreed,
Court, Fall:$3200, Spring:$3200; BLSA,
This consultant had performed many such
commenting, "We come full circle in a
Fall:$215, Spring:$510; Comparative Law
studies for colleges and universities naway." Perhaps that is why, as a judge,
Forum, $250; DQLSA, $100; Internationwide and is considered an expert in
Huffman desires to teach as much as he
tional Law Society, $205; lntramurals,
analyzing parking problems and solutions.
does: it seems to be a natural outgrowth of
$1400; Journal of Contemporary Legal
The committee is in the process of eshis work.
Issues, $1975; La Raza, $553; More Hall
tablishing goals that will reflect the aim
However, it is not merely that Huffman
PILF, Fall:$420, Spring:$65; Motions,
and direction of the parking program. Once
is a fine judge because of his scholarship,
$5000; National Lawyers Guild, $700;
these goals are established, the group will
nor even that he is a respected teacher move on to specific concerns. These recThomas More Society, $175; Phi Alpha
ommendations will then be passed on to
Delta, $200; Phi Delta Phi (Barrister's because he is naturally a fine judge. RichBall), $1750; Sidebar, $225; Spouses and ard Huffman is a beloved faculty member . the Director of the Physical Plant for posat USD and a' 'solid'' judge because of his
sible utilization.
Significant Others of Law Students, $40.
genuineness of character, amply portrayed
Law students who wish to give some
Total allocations to date are $22,408
in his professional activity.
input to the Parking Committee can con($18,408 for fall, $4000 for spring). There
His interest in furthering competency,
tact Daniel Cargnelutti, a fellow law stuwill be budget hearings in January for
veteran support, and camaraderie in the ledent, via the SBA office.
those organizations who have not been allocated funds for the spring semester.

SBA announces 1988 budget allocations
by Starr Lee

Many of the law school organizations
are funded at least partially by the Student
Bar Association (SBA). Every student pays
a $35 fee each year that goes to the SBA to
fund numerous activities by and for the
law students.
This fall SBA accepted budget requests
for operating expenses for the whole year
and events for the fall semester. Typically,
SBA receives more budget requests than it
has funds and so it has to pare down the
requests to ensure that students get the
maximum value from these funds. After
the organizations turn in theirrequests, the
Budget Committee (consisting of elected
members of the SBA) hold hearings for
each of the requesting organizations.
At these hearings, the Committee members can ask questions regarding the uses
of the requested funds and the qualifications (need and value) of the uses. The
Committee also explores the potential for
alternative funding of each organization to
make every SBA dollar go the farthest.
When deciding what mqney should be
allocated to whom, the Committee looks at
the organization and the nqmber o~ students the funds would benefit if the request
was granted. Other factors considered
include the past record of the orgaqization
in using its funding to benefit students and
~

Suggestions wanted
for USD campus
parking program
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Thank you for your inter~st ... the Interview process
by James Sherwood

- determining whether you fit the character
of their working environment.
''Thank you for your interest in our
Following are a few helpful hints that I
firm. We were impressed with your qualihave found valuable in the interviewing
fications and enthusiasm. However, we
process:
regret to inform you that we will not be
1. Ask meaningful questions and give
able to offer you a position at this time.''
meaningful responses
We regret to inform you ... ? Come on,
Unless you have qualifications similar
don't you wish they would be honest for
to those of Chief Justice Rehnquist, it is
once: "We are unable to offer you a posiimportant to ask questions on which the
tion because you wore a polyester suit and
interviewer can evaluate your skills. Asking
your hair is parted on the same side as
questions that specifically pertain to a case
Ronald Reagan." Finding a summer clerkthe firm is presently working on or conship or associate position is not an easy
cerning the firm's legal emphasis shows a
task. Even though there are 125 firms
sincere interest in the firm and not just in
interviewing on campus this year and another
getting a job.
75 listed as speciat contacts, the competiTaking control of the interview in this
tion is tough.
manner is important and helps to differenMany legal employers interview 15 to
tiate you from the hundreds of other appli20 candidates at each of the 10 to 15
cants in competition for the same position.
schools they visit. And if that is not comI know this sounds like a given but after
petition enough, most of these employers
sitting in an interview room for six or
are only looking to extend a total of three
seven hours, the last thing the interviewer
to five offers. Currently, I have my living
Photo by Peter Allen
wants to hear is another Dari Quayle reroom and dining room wallpapered with
Law students see more than there fair
sponse.
different variations of this same letter and
share of rejection letters in pursuit of
2. Research Thoroughly
I am working on the hall. Letters such as
Reading through the Martindale/Hubble
that perfect summer associate job.
these are no reason to give up hope, they .
Directory is great but the additional time
pus
interview
hardly
gives
you
time
to
should only promote a more dedicated atspent contacting a clerk that worked for the,
introduce yourself, you have to make evtitude.
firm the previous summer or reading a
ery second count. So before continuing,
Law
Review article that the interviewer
Once you do pass the initial objective
keep in mind that the ultimate goal of
wrote
may be well spent.
scrutiny of the recruiting coordinator and
interviewers is twofold. First, and foreWhen
your interviewer asks, "What
find your name tacked to the kiosk outside
most, they are trying to evaluate your intype
of
law
are you interested in again?''
the placement office, what is the next step?
tellectual capacity and the probability of
If
your
response
to his question is,
Realizing that a 20 to 30 minute on-camsuccess in a legal career. Second, they are
"Criminal Law," and he says, "We're a
Business Litigation Firm," you should obviously see the problem.
Going to an interview m:prepared doesn't
help your chances of getting a call back
interview.
3. Be yourself
A relaxed confident candidate has the

Would-be attorneys await
vote on.propositions
by Matthew M. Pribyl

upperhand on others that can't establish a
cO'mmon ground with the interviewer.
Reguergitating the answers y~m think
they want to hear is more of a hindrance
than a help. Trying to second guess an
interviewer is almost as bad as trying to
second guess a politician. If you answer
candidly, you will be respected for your
self confidence and personal opinions.
In the end, how well an interview goes
and whether you get a call back often depends on your effort and interest in actually working for the firm. But sometimes
even taking that extra step backfires.
A perfect example is one interview when
I had the opportunity to accompany the
interviewer to court. On the way to the
cuurthouse she was so engulfed with preparing for her appearance that every word
I said went in one ear and out the other.
Already late for the appearance and no
parking within miles, she asked if I wouldn't
mind waiting in the loading zone with the
car. Great, now I was converted into a
parking lot attendant!
At this point I was still sympathetic to
her cause; but when the 15-minuteappearance turned into an hour long proceeding,
I was definately wondering what I was
really doing there. By the time she did
return I was·disenchanted to the level of
contempt. On the return trek to Alcala Park
her only concern seemed to be rescheduling the other interviews that she had missed.
In this scenario, there was nothing left to
do but wait for her apology letter.
Besides emotionally, interviewing can
cut deeply into the already overloaded
studying schedules of all law students -"Gee professor, I'm not quite prepared
today!'' -- the rewards of improving your
interviewing skills and ultimately getting
a number of job offers is worthwhile.

I

tiffs from obtaining the representation and
hence compensation they deserve for their
In just a matter of days, voters will be
injuries. Prop. 106 will allow the insurance
asked to go to the polls and decide a
companies to escape payment for those
number of proposed measures that could
injuries caused to another by one of its
have a significant impact on how insurinsured and will not force the insurance
ance companies will be allowed to do
companies to reduce the premiums they
business and whether the tort system in
currently charge their policy holders for
California will be substantially altered.
such coverage, thus allowing the insurance
The propositions which are at the center of companies to become even wealthier.
these issues and which have been the subThe attorneys argue that while there
ject of great debate in the past few months
are isolated incidents of attorneys taking
are 100, 101, 103, 104 and 106.
advantage of the contingency fee system
Contingency fees opposed
presently in place in Califomia, such abuses
Perhaps none of the measures on this
should be dealt with through means other
year's ballot have created as much conthan prejudicing the large class of plain. toversy as Prop. 106 which proposes to
tiffs that will be effectively barred from
limit the amount of attorney contingency
having their day in court if Prop. 106
fees in tort actions. The insurance compapasses.
nies who back this proposition maintain
The tort system, the attorneys feel, will
the position that a cap or limit must be
be severely harmed by the passage of
placed on the award to an attorney of a
Prop.106 because it will be punishing the
contingency fee in a personal injury claim
victims of accidents by precluding them
because such fees are the cause of higher
from obtaining representation at all. It will
premiums charged by the insurance comalso allow the wrongdoer, the insurance
panies to their policy holders, in some
company by implication to escape paycases making insurance coverage imposment for the wrong committed, and the
sible to obtain for many individuals.
victim will go uncompensated.
The insurance companies argue that
Presently, it is argued, the tort system
placing a more strict limit on the continallows the manufacturer of a product or an
gency fees awarded to a plaintiff's attorinsurance company to charge a higher price
ney will reduce the number of unwarranted
for their product or service and pass along
claims from being brought by personal
the higher price to the consumers so long
injury attorneys in the hope of being awarded
as victims injured by a produc.t, or by
a large verdict or settlement (hence, a large
another person (insured) can recover damage
contingency fee). This, they argue, will
amounts for the injuries sustained by the
reduce the 'exorbitant' amounts paid by
victim. A measure such as Prop. 106 will
them to the lawyers, and will thus mean a
effectively preclude victims from obtainreduction in the premiums charged to their - ing representation in an action for recovpolicy holders.
ery of damages sustained by discouraging
Prop. 106 will cut the contingency fee
attorneys from championing the victim's
awards in California by approximately onecause.
half, depending upon the amount awarded
Pay your own accidents
to the plaintiff. The insurance companies
Prop. 104, the No-Fault Initiative, promaintain that no valid claims for recovery
poses to establish a no-fault insurance sysin a tort action will be precluded by the
tem for automobile accidents. The underpassage of Prop. 106. However, most lawlying idea of Prop. 104 is that each party in
yers, and especially plaintiff personal inan automobile accident will be responsible
jury attorneys in California, believe that
for paying his/herown damages. The costs
Prop. 106 is merely a self-serving tool of involved in an auto accident, then, will be
the insurance companies which will, if it
borne by eacl\ party to the accident, repasses, effectively bar many injured plain-

(Continued on page 8.)
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Recently passed bills to help state bar
eliminate backlog of discipline cases
The State Bar Discipline Monitor, USD
Professor Robert Fellmeth, recently released his Third Progress Report on the attorney discipline of the California State
Bar. Fellmeth, appointed as Bar Monitor
in January, 1987, by Attorney General
John Van de Kamp, issued his initial report
in June 1987 and is required to issue progress reports every five months.
The Third Progress Report reports that , a numberofthe harsh criticisms contained
in prior reports remain valid, particularly
the failure of the Bar to eliminate a serious
backlog of cases. However, the report credits
the Bar with major reforms and with support of two bills whose passage and implementation are needed: Senate Bill 1498
(Presley), which contains substantial reform measures, and Assembly Bill 4391
(Brown), which will give the Bar the resources to implement an adequate discipline system. Both bills have been passed.
SB 1498 is a 37-section bill which includes momentous structural change and
authority augmentation. The bill allows
the enhanced monitoring of criminal arrests of attorneys, malpractice claims,
contempt and civil sanctions. It allows for
interim suspension of attorneys on a reasonable basis and gives the Bar the flexibility to impose a wide variety of interim
remedies to protect the public. The new
system restructures the State Bar Court to
replace the current volunteer attorney
hearing referees who preside over Bar discipline cases with a panel of full-time, professional, and independent judges appointed
by the California Supreme Court. Appeal
will be to a new three-judge panel ofappellate judges similarly appointed and including the state's first non-attorney appellate
judge.
'
The Report catalogs the changes being
made by Bar staff and concludes that rnajor
progress can be expected with the effective implementation of the two new statutes. The Report cautions-the Bar about the
new tendency to understate complaint
backlog ·data by holding matters in ''in-

CPP assists with job search
by Maryann Salaber
Career Planning Director

quiry" status for months. Unless a case is
labelled an ''investigation,'' it is not counted
as part of the investigations backlog which
the Bar is statutorily required to reduce.
More than 1,000 cases are currently pending in this preliminary backlog. Further,
the 2,000-plus cases which have been
pending in the Bar's Office of Investigations for more than six months include an
unusual ratio of meritorious cases.
Including those cases backlogged and
awaitingformalaccusationintheOfficeof
Trial Counsel, the total backlog of cases
deserving attorney discipline is currently
higher than at any time in the Bar's history.
The Report makes a numberofrecommendations to streamline procedures, including the development of a' 'Letter of Warning'' disposition. However, the Report
concludes that even with maximum administrative efficiency, the backlog could
not be eliminated without the resources
sought in AB 4391. This bill provided the
funding to change and install procedures
by raising lawyers' state bar dues. Attarneys who have been practicing for more
than three years see the biggest raise in
their dues from $276 to $417 a year.
For the first time, the Bar Monitor's
Report moves into areas of prevention and
reports on the status of Bar policies affecting discipline, including specific recommendations as to each. These include the
following:
1. Malpractice Insurance
The Report supportS required malpractice insurance for all practicing attorneys
and failing such a requirement, rules obligating all attorneys to pay civil judgments
for malpractice; where such payments are
not made, the Bar's Client Security Fund
should make them and require the attorney
to make periodic repayments as a condition of continued practice of law.
2. Continuing Legal Education
The Report supports required continuing legal education, as proposed in legisla-

/

(Continued on page 15.)

The Career Planning & Placement
Office (CPP) would like to commend those
students who have taken advantage of the
various programs offered this fall. These
programs are offered for all students with
the hope that they will enpower students
"Are you a lawyer, too, honey?" On
with ideas and information valuable over a
October 19th, a panel of women attorneys
life time.
from the law firm of Jennings, Engstrand
Successful Programs
& Henriksen discussed the various issues
facing women today
The Career Choices Seminar held on
'1: subtle and
overt discrimination, balancing career and
September 17 provided students with an
family and worl<: options available to women
overview of the various career options
today. This is the fourth year these women
available after law school. Members of the
have sponsored this program in accordance
Alumni Association represented areas such
with Women's Opportunity Week. Many
as corporate practice, solo practice, partthanks to Teresa Warren for coordinating
nerships, government, and law firms. Hats
the panel presentation.
off to alums Ernie Grijalva, Jan Mulligan,
Rob Trentacosta, Alan Williams, Julie
D 'Angelo and Ken Medel for an excellent
Upcoming events with CPP
presentation. Thanks also to Ernie Gross
Students are encouraged to attend the
and Kelly Salt for coordinating the proprograms coming up in November:
gram.
Nov. 2 - More Hall Public interest Law
The Interviewing Workshops held on
Foundation Career Forum. Attorneys from
September 19-21 were a tremendous sucpublic interest organizations will be
cess. Seven attorneys volunteered their
available for questions and answers. Contime to conduct mock interviews and 20
firmed speakers so far are Greg Knoll, Distudents signed up to participate. Students
rector and Chief Counsel of the Legal Aid
were able to hone their interviewing skills ' Society of San Diego and Miles Harvey,
in a non-threatening situation, receive dian attorney with Luce Forward who
rect feedback from the attorneys about
recently received an award for outstanding
their interviewing style and review a videpro bono contributions.
otape of the interview in private with a
Nov. 12 - /!flternational Law Society Symcounselor. Although these were mock posium. Panel of outstanding attorneys
interviews, three students did well enough
practicing in various facets of internato receive actual call-back invitations! Since . tional law.
the program was so well received, we will
Nov. 17 - Tentative date for Judicial
be having it again in the spring, some time
Clerkship Panel, which will include judges,
in February. Many thanks to the attorneys
judicial clerks and Howard Wayne from
at Schall, Boudreau & Gore for their parthe Judicial Clerkship Committee. This is
ticipation -Rob Trentacosta, Lynn Wedell,
especially designed for 2nd-year students
John Turner, and Gibson Pratt - and to
planning to do a judicial clerkship upon
Steve Cologne as welL
graduation. Other students contemplating
The Alumni Association held its bi-anjudicial externships are also encouraged to
nual Law Clerk Training Seminar on Octoattend.

Financial Aid

Follow new rules for fu":ding
by Carl Eging
Financial Aid Director

You'll get first hand experience in the court- it takes to be a Marine Corps Officer and
room right from the start In three years, you lawyer, talk with the Marine Corps Officer
The 1988-1989 school year is well uncould handle more than 3,000 cases in a
Selection Officer when he visits your campus. der way. The major changes mandated by
wide variety of subjects ·
More than 190 000~ Congress and the Department of Education regulations are now in- place. As we
from international to conMarines could use
begin
to plan for the 1989-1990 financial
tracts to criminal law. If
.
,
aid
year,
I would like to highlight some of
you think you have what
r:,:~:alivgOOdmm.

HaMe
190,000 cHenfs
from the start

Please call Captain Juarena, at 294-2174
for an appointment to interview

ber 1st. Students who attended found it
informative and gained practical training
in the various aspects oflaw clerking. Bravos to Randy Magnuson and his panel for
another job well done. If you missed this
program this fall, don't worry, it will be
held again in the spring.

'

.

those changes:
1. Congressional Methodology is here
to stay! (At least for the 1989-1990 academic year.) Many of you are painfully
aware of the changes that this shift has
caused. The most significant impact has
been in the area of "base year income.;'
For many students, this calculation has
meant great changes in the "self-help"
contribution.
2. "Notify or else" - Another major
change has occurred in the area of student
responsibility for notification. Students must
notify lenders of any change in status or
address. In this case, "ignorance" of the
requirement is not "bliss." Several students have discovered that "pre-claim"
status and default declarations can come
very quickly when the lender or service
agency isn't notified of the necessary
changes. These actions, on the part of the
lender, can have a significant negative
impact on your future credit ratings.
3. Financial Aid Transcripts - Federally guaranteed loans now require Financial Aid Transcripts from any colleges previously attended. I_J: doesn't matter whether
you earned a degree or just took a summer
course. If these documents are not in your
file, your check cannot be disbursed and
may have to be returned.
4. 'Non-need I verification - The SLS
and CLAS loans now require "non-need"

verification through needs analysis. At the
present time, we use the Financial Aid
Form handled by the College Scholarship
Service. You now have to prove that you
aren't eligible for any "need-based" programs. Simply stated, this will mean that
virtually all financial aid applicants will
have to file the F AF form. This regulation
took effect on August 1, 1988. It will be in
effect for the next academic year.
5. Disbursements ~ The SLS (as well
as the GSL) is now disbursed in two equal
installments. The regulations require that
at least 90 days or one/third of the loan
period must pass between disbursements.
This regulation took effect with loans disbursed after October 1, 1988.
As we look toward next year, we anticipate some stability at the graduate level.
Most of the changes that have been mandated are now in effect. I will be attending
a Law School Financial Aid Workshop in
mid-November. Changes that have an
impact on USD-Law students should be
discussed at that' time.
Within the next few months, we will
start serious planning for next year. I
would appreciate any input that you would
like to offer in the area of the budget, USD
Financial Aid Application and needs analysis. In order to give adequate time for consideration and reflection, I would appreciate your input in writing.
The staff of the Financial Aid Office
thanks you for your patience with our transition. It gives me great pleasure to officially welcome new people to the staff.
Natalie Conner is our new Financial Aid
Coordinator., replacing Kyle Poston.
Patrick Ridad has replaced Michelle Teer.
He ,will be there to help take care of your
financial ~id questions and papers.
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Attorneys await proposition results

pensation which victims can recover to
25% of economic losses (damages+ loss
gardless of degree of fault attributable to
of earnings) less any monies received from
either party.
collateral sources such as the victim's own
This notion is directly contrary to one of insurance company or from vacation and
the tenets of our tort system today; that a
sick leave pay distributed by the victim's
wrongdoer (the one at fault) should have to
employer. Attorney's fees are similarly
pay for the damages caused by his/her acts
limited to 25% of the victim's economic
which cause the harm to another. The
damages after all collateral sources, in the
upshot of this idea is that reckless drivers
event the victim decides to sue the insurwill no longer be held responsible for the
ance company. Again, the insurance
damages caused by their recklessness.
companies support this proposition because
Arguably, thOugh, insurance rates for
it will mean they are paying less to victims
of accidents, but will also be required to
automobile owners will be reduced for at
least two years, but it will also restrict
reduce insurance premiums.
future rate regulation such that insurance
CTLA supports Prop. 100
companies will be allowed to maintain
Proposition 100, unlike the other propotheir current system of price-fixing. Also,
sitions previously discussed, is not supProp. 104 will limit the compensation which
ported by the insurance industry but is
accident victims can recover for medical
supported by the California Trial Lawyers
care and lost wages, while at the same time
Association and other attorneys' groups
precluding recovery of damages for pain
throughout California. Prop. 100 proposes
and suffering.
an immediate 20% reduction and future
Again, it is easy to understand why
discounts for good drivers. It will prohibit
Propositions 104 and 106 are strongly
the arbitrary use of zip codes to determine
opposed by the plaintiffs' attorneys and
automobile insurance rates and establish a
California voters will need legal advice to understand the propositions and
trial lawyers in California.Proposition 103,
comprehensive public review and hearing
their lengthy descriptions in this November ballot
if passed, will have several different efprocess to prohibit excessive rate increases.
fects on various aspects of the insurance
The measure will also adopt anti pricebusiness and coverage. There will be a
fixing and anti-xliscrimination laws which
20% reduction in automobile insurance
will effectively eliminate the insurance
rates for all drivers as well as other propindustry's anti-trust exemption. A compuerty/casualty insurance ~ates (no protecterized information system will be set up if
tion against health or disability rate inProp. 100 passes, to allow consumers to
The impact of two campaign finance
compare automobile insurance rates at one
the prohibition against the use of ''public creases though). It will also include a rereform propositions--both passed by the
monies" for campaigns in Prop. 73. Over duction for those convicted on drunk driv-. time, and will also establish an independvoters in the June election--is being deent Office of Consumer Advocates to help
the Center's testimony in opposition, the ing and hit-and-run charges.
Prop. 103 also provides that an elected
cided by a California appellate court at the
prevent and/or identify fraud and·frauduFPPC adopted its staff's recommendation
request of US D's Center for PubI ic Interest
lent practices by insurance companies
that the Campaign Reform Fund estab- Insurance Commissioner will oversee and
Law (CPIL).
against consumers.
lished in Prop. 68 conflicts with Prop. 73' s have final responsibility for approving all
The Center supported Proposition 68 in
Make up your own mind
ban on the use of public monies to finance rate increases.There is some skepticism as
the June election and published several
This article is merely a rough overview
political campaigns, and is thus null and to how impartial this 'elected' Commisfeature articles and commentaries on the
sioner will be sin~e he/she is arguably an
void.
of the propositions presented in this upcampaign finance reform issue in its q uararm of the insurance industry. But this recoming election involving the insurance
Also at the September 22 hearing, a repmains to be seen.
terly journal, the California Regulatory
industry, the legal profession and the tort
resentative of the Franchise Tax Board
Under Prop. 103, price-fixing and disLaw Reporter. Propositions 68 and 73-system in California. In order to make a
testified that the FTB would immediately ·
both pertaining to campaign finance recompletely informed decision which reflects
act upon the FPPC's decision and begin to crimination will be prohibited.Proposition
101, the Palanco Initiative, proposes to ' your own particular views, a study of the
form--were passed by a majority of the
print the 1988 state income tax forms on
reduce automobile insurance rates by an
voters in the June election and both must
propositions themselves should be underSeptember 29 without including the Prop.
unstated amount, but will limit the combe implemented. But Proposition 73 retaken.
(Continued on page 10).
.
ceived more votes; thus, in areas of' 'irreconcilable conflict," Proposition 73 conIn Memoriam
trols.
David Michael Joseph
Proposition 68 would create a Campaign Reform Fund, fed by voluntary $3
contributions through a checkoff box on
The Law School extends its sympathies
California tax forms. Contributing taxpayto
family
and friends of David Michael JoSometimes tlie world does seem
ers are given an immediate tax credit for
seph, 27, who died the week of October 3.
too lieavy a pface for a weary lieart.
their donations. Political candidates who
David was a second-year student at the law
'Ifie ear{y promise ef tlie dawn
agree to overall campaign expenditure
school.
and tlie anticipation ef tlie fresfi morning start
limitations are able to receive matching
David's family and many of his friends
to give way to tlie emptygrtyneSs
funds from the Campaign Reform Fund in
attended the memorial service which was
of a sometimes sfiaffow, fiardened world.
specified ratios which encourage candiheld on October 14 at the Founders Chapel.
'But tlien, tlie nigfit f a«s cmce more,
dates to seek small contributions and donaSeveral classmates of David spoke at the
and, on tlie morrow,
tions from citizens in their home districts,
service as did Jack Minan, Associate Dean.
a new fiori.zonfifftd sK:y
rather than from large, special interest,
Louis Joseph, David's father, spoke at the
6ursts witfi orangefire and 6ri{{iant pafe ye{fuws and pinf;§.
Sacramento-based political action comservice of the goals and ideals of David as
fat rain6ow-cofored lieaven wasfies tlie dawn
·
mittees (PACs).
he encouraged the law students at the servwitli tlie Ii.ope of renewai,
Prop. 73, however, prohibits the use of
ice to work to become the best lawyers
efnew cfiances,
''public monies'' to finance political camthey could.
dream-creation days
paigns, and Prop. 73 proponents--three inDavid is survived by many friends as
and imaginationfifftd opportunities.
cumbent state legislators--have argued that
well as his parents, Louis and Beverly Jo'Ifie promise of tomorrow rivets us forward and 6eyond tlie grey-empty days.
the use of monies donated to Prop. 69's
seph, and sisters Denise and Anita. Any
Campaign Reform Fund is the use of' 'public
students wishing to personally extend their
'But sometimes tlie Ii.ope isgone;
monies'' which would otherwise go into
sympathy to the family can write to the
tlie emptiness cfaws its way into tlie very cofdness of tfie sou{.
the state treasury.
Josephs at: 32103 Claeys, Warren, Michifalnd tlien, wlien tlie strengtfi witliin can no Congeryank;_tlie promise
CPIL contends that the terms of and
gan, 48093.
from 6eyond tr.e sarfderie.{ lieart, tliere remains no reason to persist.
public advocacy for Prop. 73 presented the
'lliere is no anticipation ef tlie orangefifftd skfes.
public finance ban as one which would
Muscular Dystrophy ride
prevent the coerced taking of tax monies
'David, wfiat you must Ii.ave feft, we wi{{ neverjuffy l;ziow.
for campaigns a taxpayer finds reprehen?'our a6sence feaves us af{great{y sadienuf, •
slated for November 6
sible, such as a Ku Klux Klan candidate in
immensefy empty.
the most widely-shown advertisement. The
'We wi{{ miss your k;_ind smife, yourgentfe nature, your cafming presence.
On Sunday, November 6, the 3rd AnProp. 68 Fund is fed by voluntary $3 con?'ou Ii.ave touclied us in your sweet, open way,
nual
Freedom Run for MDA will take
tributions and is not under the control of
and we wi{{ carry you in our sou& for afways.
place
on a 100-mile route starting at South
the state legislature.
Coast
Harley-Davidson Chula Vista out to
On September 22, the Fair Political
:For your Coss, 'David, our fiearts are 6uriened.
Otay
Lakes
and ending at Rohr Park/RecPractices Commission (FPPC) heard testi9/aving l;ziown you, our e~tences Ii.ave 6een enriclied.
reation
Area.
San Diego motorcycle enmony from the proponents of both propos'We are just sacfdened tfiat none ef us coufd reacli
thusiasts are invited to participate.
tions as to the proper interpretation of
witfiin you andpu{{ out
Two thousand riders gathered last
Prop. 68. Center Director and USD Profestlie Ii.ope ef tomorrow.
November
in Los Angeles for a similar
sor Robert Fellmeth argued before the FPPC
ride
and
raised
$200,000 for the Muscular
that Prop. 68's Campaign Reform Fund
May your sou{ 6e at peace, '])_avid,
·
Dystrophy
Association.
Funds are raised
does not qualify as' 'public monies' ' under
and may you Ii.ave found wfiat coufd not f jf{ you in tliis eartfi{y e~tence.
by pledges given to the riders by supportthe definition of that term provided in
'We Cove you, 'David,
ers.
Prop. 73; therefore, implementation of the
and you wi{{ 6e sore{y missed.
For more information on how to beFund would not irreconcilably conflict with
--A Classmate and Friend
come·involved, please contact the MDA
office at 584-2484.

(Continued from page 6.)

CPIL defends Proposition 68 campaign
funding--higher court to decide issue

Poem for·a friend
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ONE PRICE

ONE COURSE

. ..;t

ONE STATE
' -·

&_

ONE RESULT
SM

1-800-2 PAS BAR
(1-800-272-7227)

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
1231 Santa Monica Mall
Santa Monica, CA 90401
(213) 394-1529

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
138 McAllister Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 626-2900
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Alum Assoc. aides students before/after graduation
by Charles B. Andre

For those of you who are unfamiliar
with the Law School's Alumni Association, meet Tom Polakiewicz. Friendly,
outgoing, personable, Polakiewicz is the
president of this organization which hosts
a membership of more than 5,000 alumni
and grows larger with each year's graduating class.
Apart from his work as president of the
Alumni Association which frequently brings
. Polakiewicz to campus, Polakiewicz is also
a commander in the Coast Guard Reserves.
He says this part-time job is great fun, and
he recently served as the Coast Guard's
deputy patrol commander of the America's Cup race held here in San Diego.
It would seem that Polakiewicz wouldn't
have much time for anything else, but on
top of it all he's a full-time attorney with
the Rancho .Bernardo firm of Jones, Hatfield, Penfield, Barden and Finegold, where
he specializes in civil litigation, business
law, and real property. He lives here in San
Diego with his wife and 18-month-old son.
A '77 alumnus, Polakiewicz has the
distinction ofbeing the organization's only
president to serve two years in a row. Still,
he's quick to admit that the time constraints placed on other candidates gave
him the nod by default. Each of the Alumni
Association directors serves a two-year
term, while officers are elected annually.
According to Polakiewicz, the Law
Alumni Association has three basic goals:

to help students, to help alumni, and to
help the Law School.
The first of these is accomplished by offering'services and activities that will help
students make a smoother transition through
law school into their professional careers.
For example, the Alumni Association
sponsors the Alumni Advisor program,
which provides alumni who are willing to
talk one-on-one with students and give
them a first-hand look at what it's like to
work as a lawyer. These advisors encourage students through the arduous experiences of law school and let them know that
there's something worthwhile waiting for
them when they get out Since these alumni
all had to go through the same educational
process, their retrospective advice can be
very helpful.
The Alumni Association also helps students by hosting a number of Law School
activiti~s and supporting some of the student organizations. For example, the Alumni
Association sponsors the annual Alumni
Moot Court Tort Competition and last year
helped send the contestants to Hawaii to
compete. The Alumni Association also
hosts, twice a year, its now-famous threehour law clerk training course to help students get more comfortable with clerking
skills. Participants also receive a certificate of course completion to show prospective employers. The Alumni Association also provides financial support from
year to year, to such student organizations
as the Journal of Contemporary Legal Is-

Alum Assoc. Pres. Tom Polakiewicz

sues, Law Review and Moot Court. An

award is also presented at year end for the
most improved student (recently renamed
the Peter Durbin Memorial Award, in honor
of the late alumnus and former recipient).
The Alumni Association also works hard
to provide special activities and social
events for alumni of the Law School. For
example, there is the annual alumni dinner
dance as well as class reunion parties.

SBA President's Report
By Jack O'Donnell
SBA President

Other than the upcoming Halloween
party (which is going to be a serious bash),
the topic on the block this last month has
been midterm examinations.
Initially, I would like to clarify the
position I took at the September 30, 1988
faculty meeting. At that meeting it was
decided by a 16-14 vote that midterms for
second and third years must be figured into

the final grade. Based upon the information I received from class .representatives
and student organization leaders, I asserted
that the majority of the student body was
opposed to midterms as well as their mandatory input in grade calculation.
Presently, I percieve that the list of reasons why students oppose midterms is continuing to grow. In response to this trend,
the newly elected day vice-president, Gary
Fielder, has begun to circulate a petition
requesting that the faculty review the mat-

ter. Please let your views be heard on this
petition. As a follow-up on this petition,
the SBA will be holding a student-faculty
forum where students will be able to question and advise faculty proponents and
opponents to the midterm policy. If you
want to see a change in the current policy,
I strongly encourage your participation.
Lastly, keep in mind the November 9th
open school forum, where candidates for
the position of Dean will answer the concerns of students.

Scholarships and essay contests: money offered for the writing
As a continuing feature, Motions
will run a monthly update on available
essay competitions, internships and scholarship announcements. The following is a
list of those announced after September 20
at USD:
CUA Communications Law Writing
Contest
Stephen G. Thompson Memorial Writing Competition,

Catholic Univesity of America

Topic: Communications Law
Deadline: February 1, 1989
Prizes: $500 (1st), $200 (2nd)

National Legal Writing Competition

National Association of College &
University Attorneys
Topic: Relating to Legal Issues in Higher
Education
Deadline: June 16, 1989
Prize: $1,000 & publication in The
Journal of College and University Law.
The Annual Legal Medicine Writing
Competition

American College of Medicine

Topic: Legal Medicine, any aspect
Deadline: December 31, 1988
Prize: $1,000

Vote

Novembers

Student Writing Contest--Section of
Business Law, ABA
Topic: Business Law, of general and
current interest
Deadline: October 1, 1989*
CA Court of Appeals Externships,
Fourth Appellate District
Program: Judicial eexternship with the
best available opportunity for clinical
educational experience at the intermediate
court level. Student is placed in role of
judicial staff attorney.
Eligibility: Top 20%'of class and completed first year; however, exceptions, if
extraordinary/unusual circumstances.
Deadlines: Spring semester: Octoebr
31, 1988
Summer semester: March 31, 1989
Fall semester: April 17, 1989
Third Annual Entertainment Law Writing Competition
Los Angeles County Bar Association,
Intellectual Property and Unfair Competition Section
Topic: Any area of Entertainment Law.
Deadline: June 1, 1989
Prizes: $500, published in Comm/Ent,
Hastings Journal of Communications and
Entertainment Law( 1st), $250 (2nd), $100
(3rd). Each of three prize winners also will
receive copy of Selz and Simensky's treatise, Entertainment Law: Legal Concepts
and Business Practices and gift certificates
of $150, $100 and $75, respectively, for
purchase of any Bancroft-Whitney or
Lawyer's Co-op publication.

For more scholarships and contests,
see the September issue of Motions. Each
month Motions will print the latest announced scholarships, essay contests and
internships and try to keep students informed.

---John Altomare

CPIL

fig~ts

Alumni also support their own quarterly
publication, The Advocate, which keeps
them apprised of news and developments
at the Law School. Other events sponsored
by the Alumni Association help bring both
students and alumni together, such as Padres
night, Pops night, and the Michael Mohr
Golf Tournament.
A very special occasion for Polakiewicz,
however, is the annual Alumni Bar Kegger.
This party is held on the last day of the bar
exam in July and represents afinalcelebration of getting through law school. According to Polakiewicz, law school doesn't
end at graduation because students still
have to worry about passing the bar. But
when that exam is over, the graduates have
a great sense of relief and can finally let go
of their anxieties about law school. It's
that celebration that the Alumni Association likes to sponsor with its Annual Bar
Kegger. And, says Polakiewicz, it's really
fun for alumni to come back and see the
relieved faces of recent graduates and brandnew alumni.
The Alumni Association also helps the
Law School directly through its financial
support. Alumni for the most part are very
generous in giving to the various fundraising campaigns (e.g., law library construction). One of Polakiewicz's classmates,
Carol Micken Forry, has made a $25,000
challenge gift which she will match onefor-one with 1977 classmates to support
the new library. Alumni have also helped
the Law School in other ways; they get
involved in various law school activities
such as the Dean's Search and Student
·
Relations commitees.
Polakiewicz says that current students
and recent graduates have a much better
feeling about the Law School than when he
was a student. ''People who graduate now
are happier. The stature of the school has
increased alot. People have a better idea of
making a success when they get out. It
used to be that USD was the best law
school in San Diego County. Now it's
recognized as one of the better law schools
in the country."
However, Polakiewicz adds that alumni
support for the fundraising drives has increased in recent years because veteran
alumni see the Law School improving jn
all respects and feel better about supporting their law school. Recent graduates
usually walk away from law school with
mixed feelings. They have some bad
memories of law school simply because
it's the "nature of the beast." After all,
it's a gruelling three or four years out of
someone's life. But as time passes those
memories fade, especially when alumni
see positive improvements in the Law School
and wider recognition of their degrees.

Prop. 73 proponents in court

be amended into the state constitution.
Prop. 73 supporters have intervened on be68 Campaign Reform Fund checkoff sechalf of the cancellation of Prop. 68. The
tion.
FPPC has surprised many observers by
On September 28, CPIL filed a petition
taking a neutral stance on the constitutionfor writ of mandamus in the Fourth District
ality argument now being made by CPIL
Court of Appeal against the FPPC and the
and Common Cause. The state Attorney
FTB, seeking a proper interpretation of the
General has adopted a neutral position on
two propositions and a stay to prevent FTB
the petition.
from printing ·the tax forms until a court
Fellmeth, who is directing the litigahas had the opportunity to rule on an altion, remarked, ''This is a critical issue,
leged conflict of laws. On September 29,
not just in effectuating accurately the inthe Court of Appeal ordered the. agencies
tent of the voters but in its substantive outto respond to CPIL 's petition. FTB re- ' come. The voluntary Campaign Reform
cently agreed to delay its printing of the tax
Fund of Proposition 68 is necessary to
forms until November 8 and the court is
impose spending limits under the Buckley
considering the parties' bri_efs.
v. Valeo case. What we have now is an
The League of Women Voters has asked
incumbent legislature which is controlled
to join CPIL as a petitioner and the Califorby special interests--in 1986, 87 incumnia Common Cause has intervened in suppart
bents ran for 1e-election and all 87 won by
of CPIL, arguing that the public monies
a margin of about three to one. They had a
ban of Prop. 73 is unconstitutional in any
campaign contribution advantage over
event, since it is a statute purporting to
challengers of thirty to one. Ninety percent
prohibit legislative action by future legisof the money comes from Sacramento
latures unless approved by a two-thirds
speCial interest PACs. We have a crisis in
vote--a change in majority rule which must
democrar-y here.

(Continued from page 8.)
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Barristers lValk tightrope .in Brit.·courts
by Jamie Sternberg

The structure of the British legal system
differs greatly from the American system.
Professor Keith Evans, who has practiced
law in both England and California, lectured on the differences at Professor Jorge
Vargas's Comparative Law class on October 4.
The legal profession in England is divided. Trial attorneys are known as ''barristers" and "solicitors" prepare the case
for trial. Each is an expert in his field.
Evans focused his lecture on the practice
of a barrister.
The prospective barrister has to have a
University degree and has to pass the Bar
Final Examinations after a year in one of
the four Inns of Court Law School. He
then serves an apprenticeship during which
he is known as a "pupil" to an established
practicing barrister. Historically, the pupil
used to pay 100 guineas (about $150 today) for the privilege of being his master' s
lackey.
The practice of payment was established in 1780 and the fee remained the
same until its abolishment in the 1970s.
One can imagine how much money 100
guineas was in 1780; a house could probably be bought for that amount. For this
reason the profession tended to be limited
to the very wealthy and law was tbought to

be the rich man's profession. Some poor
youngsters have made it into the Bar but
they had to do it by moonlighting or as a
recipient of scholarships.
The pupil, to this day, primarily observes his master at work, emulating his
conduct. In doing. so he learns not only the
law but also how to conduct himself with
other members of the legal profession.
The barrister is dependent upon the solicitor for his livelihood. The solicitor
takes the case and assembles the materials
necessary for presentation to the court. If
the case is to proceed to court the materials
are then given by the solicitor to the barrister. Often, because of scheduling difficulties, the barrister does not receive the details of the case until the night before the
trial is to begin. This happens almost 70%
of the time but Evans states that most cases
can be successfully picked up in· a very
short amount of time. He compares it to a
"tightrope walk," making the job of a barrister extremely difficult and stressful.
Barristers are strictly controMed by the
"Inns of Court." Although the four Inns
are similar in their social functions to an
American legal fraternity they also perform some of the same functions as the
California Bar. They prepare students for
the practice of law, admit them to the Bar
and both formally and informally oversee
ethical standards in the profession.

The goal of most barristers is to be in.vited to be a judge. The reasons are twofold. First, judges receive pensions from
the government after 15 years of service
whereas barristers have no retirement provisions. Also, judges are addressed by
title, either Sir --- or Lord --- depending on
the level at which they are adjudicating.
Evans pointed out that the British are not a
totally egalitarian society and titles do
confer additional status upon their bearer.
Unfortunately Evans sees the barrister's profession as " dying on its feet."
Ironically, as Americans see the advantages of the divided legal system with barristers and solicitors each acting as experts
in their respective fields, the English system is having difficulties. · Because they
believe that the c_ontingency fee concept is
highly unethical, the state has had to dePhoto by Peter Allen
velop a system to allow legal acess to the
Barrister Keith Evans
courts for the poor. They have done this by
developing a system oflegal aid with barrejected the contingency fee method of
risters being paid with government funds
payment as being highly unethical it may
to represent the financially disadvantaged.
be a solution for the problem that the legal
A great danger exists in such a system,
profession is currently facing. Now the
Evans believes, claiming that the law has
contingency fee method of funding is being
been ''sold into government service'' and
considered by official committees.
he questions whether this is good for
The important thing to recognize, said
democracy. He sees the power of the
Evans, is that when a country's legal procentral government growing beyond the
fession ceases to be independent of that
point that is safe.
country's government, the freedom of the
While the English have traditionally - society is in danger.
I

When going gets tough, at USD there is still someone who cares
by Starr Lee Editor

last year Motions printed a story about
the stress put on law students because of
the importance of grades. When other
personal problems add to this stress a person can/eel that things are just too much
and quit going to classes or just keep it all
to himself. But there are people who care
and friends are usually good listeners.
USD also has people whose job it is to
listen --and give some practical advice.
The following material is to remind
students that even if "Big Brother" isn't
listening to every word, othet people are
willing to help share your load.
Most people can find someone to listen

to their problems but the problem is that
well-meaning friends can't always help
solve the problem or tell you where to tum.
In these days of high stress with the competition of law scliool and the pressures
and expectations of friends, family and
yourself, USD offers students some trained
"ears,'' people not only trained in various
types of counseling but to give you some
practical advice.
In Serra Hall, Room 303, trained psychologists and counselors offer individual,
group and couples psychotherapy and
counseling at the Educational Development Center. Students can drop by or call
260-4655 to see if this type of counseling is
what they need.
Listening and helping people to alleviate their stress is what they are trained to

do, just like we will someday straighten
out clients' legal problems. And one visit
doesn not commit you to a return session
so give them a try.
Sister Carlotta DiLorenzo, the Law
School Chaplain, gives spiritual assistance
by individual counseling, group activities
like retreats and workshops. It does not
matter if you aren't Catholic; she is willing
to listen when the bogies of the world
become too overwhelming. Her office is
located in the Campus Ministry Office,
University Center Room 238, 260-4485.
If law school and academic problems
are bothering you, Kelly Salt, Assistant
Dean of Student Affairs, is the person to
see. If classes are too overwhelming, you
feel the professor hates you or there is just
too many other things going on for you to

.-,--------------- ..
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give class or tests your best shot, she can
advise you on dropping classes, delaying a
test, changing a class or helping you to
improve your classwork with better study
habits.
The administration as well as your professors are also there to listen. If they don't
know your problem, they can't help with
the solution. Salt and Dean Grant Morris
are offering several forums this upcoming
month to help students to air grievances
and alleviate law school pressures.
The Dean is holding an open forum for
students November 9 in Room 2A at noon
and 5 p.m. Students who want to let him
know what they think is wrong, or right,
with classes, testing, registration, professors, procedures, the library or anything
else are getting their chance. He'll be a
captive audience that day. Associate Dean
Jack Minan and Dean Morris also has an
open door policy so students can drop by at
any time. (Disregard the closure of the
outer door; that is just to keep out some of
the traffic noises of the hallway.)
The counseling center and Salt are also
sponsoring some stress seminars as well as
study improvement seminars to help you.
It's no shame to feel pressured because it's
just the nature of the beast in law school.
The secret is you have to learn how and
where to relieve those pressures.

USD Prof. Siegan,
studei:its write book
on Constitution
A recently published Justice Department book, reportedly the first of its kind,
will assist judges, litigants and scholars in
researching the original meaning of the
U.S. Constitution, according to USD Professor Bernard Siegan, who along with 15
of his students authored the publication.
Siegan and his students began work on
the 285-page bibliography two years ago
with a $15,000 Justice Department grant.
None of the grant money for the preparation of the book went to Siegan and they
even came in $2,000 under budget.
The book can be ordered from the
Government Printing Of4ce.

--·--~
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Phi Alpha Delta
calendar of events
Spend a Day with a Judge Program
(October 3 - 28)
Thirty-two PAD members signed up to
spend a day with a local municipal/superior court judge. Students were able to
observe conferences between attorneys in
the judge's chambers, go to trial with the
judge, listen to sidebar conferences and
observe any activities the judge participates in during the day the student spends
in the judge's courtroom.

Photo by Robert Swain

This kiosk has become the center of attraction downstairs with its abundance
of interview and Career Planning information. Another kiosk is to be placed
downstairs eventually for use by other organisations.

Law Library

Micro£orms/Document dept.
help with gov't research

play. Come in costume and have a good
·
time.
SPECIAL EVENTS: (November 3)
How to Get Started in Criminal Law
Place To Be Announced Noon - 1 p.m.
Two San Diego attorneys who specialize .
in criminal law will conduct this informative lecture.

USD Pre-Law Chapter Meeting
(October 26)
Founder's Hall Room 151 7 - 9 p.m.
PAD members will conduct an open
forum for the USD undergraduate students
on getting into law school, the LSAT and
what to·expect after enrolling in law school.

Exam Takini: Techniques (co-sponsored
with BARBRI)
Place To Be Announced 2:30 - 3:30 p.m.
Charles Whitebread, a renowned USC
professor, will provide practical information, mixed with humor, on preparing for
and taking those dreaded law school examinations.

HALLOWEEN PARTY, Co-sponsored
with SBA & MBA (October 28)
Wabash Hall (Highway 805 & University) 8 p.m. - 1 a.m.
The band' 'Cat Tracks'' is scheduled to

ELECTION DAY BAR-B-QUE (November 8)
Law School Patio 4 - 8 p.m.
Co-sponsored with Barpassers and PDP,
Bar-B-Q to celebrate Election Day.

Forum with Board of Visitors Nov. 11

van, Daniel Tobin, Gerald Warren, Colin
Wied, Sharpe Whitmore, Hon. Gerald
Brown, -Hon. David Gill, Hon. Irma
achieves the goal of bringing the Law
Gonzales, Hon. Michael Greer, Hon. MeSchool community closer to the San Diego
by Brent Bernau
linda Lasater, Hon. Christine Pate and Hon.
community as a whole, by virtue of the
Associate Law Librarian
Howard Wiener.
working relationship established. But it
The Law Library's Microforms/Documents Department has extended its hours of · also ensures that the Law School will grow
Nov. 11 agenda
with the larger community, respond to the
operation this semester to better serve its patrons. The dep~tment, located in Room 210,
The proposed agenda for the November
needs presented to the legal community by
is now open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m., Monday through Thursday; 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., Friday; and 111 meeting is as follows:
the larger community and enable the Law
5 p.m. on Saturday.
8:30 - 9:00 a.m. Opening Session
School to have a voice in that larger com9 -12:15
Classroom Visitations
Patrons should not be discouraged from seeking assistance simply because the door is
munity. ·i:he cohesiveness that is develclosed. Staff members are there and are ready and willing to assist. The only reason the
9 - 10
Open Forum with
oped between the two communities can
door is closed is because the room is air-conditioned in order to preserve the microforms.
Students (Room 2C)
only lead to a more effective and responDepartment Head Mary Lynn Hyde has over 10 years of professional experience here
9 - 12
Faculty Committee
sive group of legal professionals within
at USD, and is very able to answer almost any research question patrons may have--even
Meetings
San Diego, and an ever-improving legal
those which do not pertain to microforms or government documents. Patrons are encour10 - 11
Open Forum with
education at USO.The 1988-89 members
aged to tap this valuable resource person when research questions arise on the second
Administration
12: 15 - 2 p.m. Luncheon with Law
of the Board of Visitors are: Robert Adelizzi,
floor.
Faculty
Dr. Bernard Aginsky, Elaine Alezander,
Legislative History
2: 15 - 3:45
Closing Session
Richard Benes, Louis M. Brown, Alan
One of the most important and useful sets contained in the Microforms Department is
Brubaker, Libby Carson, Henry Casden,
All students are invited and are strongly
the Congressic'1al Information Service (CIS). This service provides a complete collecJohn Forry, Dan Grindle, Craig Higgs,
encouraged to attend the open forum which
tion of congressional documents on microfiche. Excellent hardcopy indexing and abwill be held from 9 to 10 a.m. on Novemstracting are the keys to this invaluable source of federal legislative history and Peter Hughes, Maurice Kaplan, Michael
ber 11 in Room 2C. This is an excellent
B. Kaplan, Richard Kintz, Alex Landon,
congressional activity. The indices and abstracts are located on the shelves directly
opportunity for students to ask questions
Harvey Levine, Gerald McMahon, Edwin
across from the door to Room 210.
and/or voice their own opinions about
Meese, Josiah Neeper, Virginia Nelson,
CIS began in 1970 and attempts to be comprehensive in.collecting and indexing all
matters affecting their legal education at
David Niddrie, Peter Nunez, Tom Polakpublications of Congress, the Congressional Budget Office and the Office of Technology
iewicz, Fred Schenk, Lynn Schenk, Nor- . USD as well as the practice of law in San
Assessment. The Congressional Record is not duplicated on CIS, but the service does
Diego. Take advantage of this opportunity
man Seltzer, Abby Silverman, Jim Sulli·
·
include the following congressional publications:
to be heard!
Public Laws: Each year since 1986, CIS has produced a separate Legislative History
volume for all Public Laws. Grouped by Public Law number, this volume lists relevant
congressional publications issued and legislative histo,ry actions taken.
Hearings: Over 300 congressional committees, subcommittees and special offices are
MOTIONS
empowered to use hearings for assessing proposed legislation and exploring areas of
ANNOUNCES
interest to Congress. CIS hearings include oral and written statements, committee
questions, discussions, related reports, statistical analyses, correspondence and exhibits.
CLASSIFIED
Indexing is complete, including names of persons testifying or submitting written infor~~

.

House and Senate Reports: Reports are the formal means by which committees make
recommendations to the House and Senate. These reports can contain lengthy and detailing analysis of pending legislation, summaries of issues and point-by-point explanations
of committee reasoning.
Documents: House and Senate Documents include various communications to
Congress such as Presidential messages, executive agency reports, texts of committeesponsored studies and background compilations, memorial tributes and the like.
Committee Prints: Research and investigative work produced by committee staffs or
the Library of Congress research service is often issued as a ''print'' intended for internal
use of the committee. While often the most useful publications for legislative analysis,
they are notoriously difficult to obtain. CIS overcomes this problem with full coverage.
Executive Reports and Treaty Documents: This category includes Presidential requests for ratification of treaties or conventions, the text of agreements and any Senate.
Executive Reports containing committee recommendations regarding ratification of an
agreement or confirmation of a nomination.
·
Special Publications: Miscellaneous congressional publications falling outside all
other categories are designated as "special."
New Staff.Member
Marianne Hugo joined the Law Library staff earlier this month as a full-time Circulation Desk Assistant. She is responsible for all Circulation Desk functions, Saturday
through Wednesday ,.8 a.m. to 4 p.m. In addition to personally serving patrons at the desk,
one of Hugo's major responsibilities is to supervise the student assistants.
A May graduate ofUSD, Marianne conies to the Library with a Communications Studies major and a Library Science minor. She has worked at Copley Library, as well as the
Golden West College Library in Huntington Beach. Most recently, Marianne was a
supervisor with USD Main Dining, where she directed a crew of 30 employees.

(Continued from page 1.)

ADVERTISING

HAVE SOMETHING TO
SELL OR ADVERTISE?

*

Apartment for rent?

* Tutorial or French lessons?

* Personals or matrimonials?

* How about a pre-Columbian bell (1,000 B.C.)?
* Resume or typing services?
* Job opportunities?
* Car, boat, or bicycle for sale?
* Furniture? Used text books?

RUN YOUR AD IN THE NEXT ISSUE OF MOTIONS FOR ONLY $4
(UP TO FOUR LINES OR PRINT, OR APPROXIMATELY 25 WORDS).
Next issue: NOVEMBER 22, 1988
Submission deadline: NovEMBER 15, 1988
Motions classifieds get results!
They're inexpensive and you'll gain access to a circulation of.over 2,500
readers including law students, faculty and alumni.
JUST LEA VE YOUR AD COPY WITH NAME AND PHONE IN
THE MOTIONS MAILBOX (FIRST FLOOR, MORE HALL), OUR
OFFICE IN UC 114A OR CALL US A T.x4343.
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Desktop computers meet Motions publishing needs
by Charlie Hrvatin

It easy to take for granted the composing and production of monthly and student
.publications. Motions happens to fit in
both categories. What is interesting here is
the advancement of composition, production and information dissemination of such
publications through the use of advanced
technology.
Motions, formerly the
Woo/sack, has broke the barrier entering
the "Computer Age" with the implementation of a complete desk top publishing
system.
Beginning with the August 1988 issue,
Motions instituted a new format of composing and finishing all pre-printing production in the tiny UC office through the
use of the latest in desk top publishing
equipment.
Motions sports a Leading Edge, IBMcompatible computer with Microsoft Word
software and the Aldus Pagemaker desk
top program that has complete layout and
design capabilities. With this system, all
levels of production are advanced to a
level of speed and accuracy at least double
that of the former system.
Gone are the days of dragging down a
reporter, well almost, and tedious long
hours editing in order to send it to a professional typesetter, just to wait for its return
for a second edit. Then and only then
could layout begin.

sent out to be made into half-tones, a print
composed of black and white dots which
can be printed.
Lead time has been cut from two weeks
to about nine days. Besides escaping the
added burden of typesetting and linotype
printing charges, this new system opens up
the possibility of more timely stories meeting
deadlines for each issue and more control
over the basic look of the paper.
Each issue has gradually implemented
more and more technology as more aspects
of the programs are understood and further
equipment is utilized. This month Motions
begins using a postscript laser printer, a
NEC Silentwriter LC-890. The Postscript
capabilitities give this laser printer the

"

Capital expense recouped

The expense of this extensive system is
easily justified from a fin;mcial point of
view. Last year, the average 16-page paper
cost about $1200 for typesetting and halftones with printing costs of about $400 for
a total cost of about $1500-1600 anissue.
This year, capital expenses aside, a 16page paper costs a total of about $600:
$200 for half-tones, miscellaneous· work
and $400 for printing costs.
The system will "pay" for itself in
about six or seven issues. Because of this
reduction in operating costs, Motions does
not expect to be requesting yearly funds
from the SBA, except for possibly start up
costs of a couple of hundred dollars at the
beginning of the school year. This will free
up almost $4500 for allocation by SBA to
other student organizations. (Motions has
!>een getting $3500 to $5000 from the SBA
in the last couple of years.)
With the futurs use of the computer and
the growth of the school, the switch to
computer tech was necessary and worthy
of the school's and the newspaper's advancement.

Motions writing and submission guidelines

Less lead time needed

Now, Motions foregoes that extra time
by having reporters' stories and other written submissions turned in on floppy disks
and directly input to either the Microsoft
Word or Pagemaker programs for editing.
At the same time they can be formatted in
the Motions print style and sized for layout
purposes. As a six-page manuscript is
formatted down to 27 inches of print one of
the editors is then able to place the copy on
a layout page, the last stop before final
printing.
What all of this means translated to
dollars and cents (and also sense) is that
many production costs previously incurred
by sending out various jobs to professionals are eliminated by finishing all production work in-house. Photos must still be

be used after mastering more of the programming. This makes for a more readaole paper by being easier on the eye. The
staff has gradually become acclimated to
the new system working overtime on the
finer points of the programs used the most.
A typical pre-deadline day might go as
follows:
Editor picks up reporter's diskette with
an editorial on it. After downloading the
story from the diskette to either the Microsoft Word or Pagemaker programs, he will
start editing. The story is ten sent to the
Pagemaker program and put on a page.
When all the stories for that page are
downloaded and laid out, headlines are
added and the page is printed at a reduced
size. The page is then proofed, corrections
are input into Pagemaker and the page is
reprinted in "tiles," four to a newspaper
page, at 100 percent. This page is laid out,
the half-tones put down and the page is
ready to go to the printer.commence editing.
Some lead time is still necessary because of production time, stories not turned
in on disk need to be input and the scramble
to write copy to fill holes or make up for
stories not turned in.

Photo by Peter Allen

ability to utilize different fonts, type face
sizes and reduce copy and print copy in
ways a regular laser printer usually can't
do even with the added expense and complexity of more software. A postscript laser printer has an internal computer which
controls the various functions which greatly
expands its capabilities.

Stories should be submitted on 5 l/2" IBMcompatible floppy disks along with a printed
copy of the story. The name of the file and the
word processing program used should also be
noted on the story. (Although the larger floppy
disk is preferred, a 3 l/4" disk is acceptable.)
Double-spaced typewritten copy is also acceptable. Cartoon and graphics can also be submitted on disks via the following listed program
files. Disks will be returned to the authors.
The following programs are translatable by
Motions' publishing program. If your word
processing program is not on the list the story
should be downloaded on ASCII text, a com. mon computer language used in most word
processing programs. The translatable programs are:
Wordstar 3.3
PC-Write

Office Writer
Digital DX
DCA Revisable Windows Write
form text
Xywriter II
Wordperfect
Microsoft Word
Dbase
Multi mate
The follow ing graphics programs' files can
also be directly imported to Motions.:.
CGM Graphics Import
Video Show Import
MacPaint
Mouse Systems PC Paint
Datacopy Image Format
Aldus TIFF file
PC Paintbrush
Windows Paint
Windows Metafile
In*a*vision
Windows Draw!

More layout possibilities

Under Pagemaker, there are 10 readily
accessible fonts with 30 different ones to

Halloween Party
Sponsored by SBA-PAD-MBA

Tomorrow
Wabash Hall

8
ON BLVD

805

Friday, October 28

UNIVERSITY

~
94

MAP
SOUTHEAST CORNER OF
805 AND UNIVERSITY AVE.

p.m-_1-a.m.

Music by CAT TRACKS
Prizes for Best Costumes

Barpassers & Kaplan Bar Review Courses

10 Kegs Beer, Food, Dancing, Fun
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Safety Report

USD cr:i,me rate down, bike thefts up
by Starr Lee
The crime rate on USD's campus is
down about 65 percent from last year, according to Ramon Keating, USD Investigator/Crime Prevention Officer, and falling because of the increased surveillance
of Public Safety officers and students taking time to lock up their bikes and vehicles.
Bicycle theft is up this year from last
year though. Thirteen bicycles have been
stolen this year while only seven bikes
were stolen all last year. Seven bikes were
stolen during the last couple weeks of September but since a story in the Vista October 6 spotlighting the problem, no bikes
have been reported stolen.
Keating feels this year's increase in the
number of officers from 20 to 24 and their

Intramural softball
games announced

"staking out" of parking lots and bicycle . lem as many students leave them laying in
racks by plain-clothes officers has been a
their cars in plain sight, as well as purses,
October 28
major stop to car break-ins and bicycle and it only encourages break-ins. Many
12:00 Well Hung & Blue v. Masterbatters
thefts. There has been more patrolling by students don't even bother to lock their
1:15 A Cut Above v. Tort on Face
the officers and an "extra" man on every cars, said Keating. So far this year only one
2:30 3rd Year Blues v. Terribles H's
watch. Almost half of the officers are eicar has been stolen off campus but leaving_ 3:45 Faculty v. Trofis
ther retired or trained policemen (Keating
a car unlocked is still an invitation.
5:00 Torts-R-Us v. MTQ
is a retired Chicago detective) and within
Keating encourages students to call Public
6:15 Harmless Errors v. Kahunas
the next two years USD is attempting to get Safety if they see someone acting suspi7:30 Beavers v. Barside
all their officers similarly trained. This
ciously. "That's what we get paid for," he
8:45 Bill Wilson v. WSU
emphasis on police-work, and not just ordisaid. Police catch 80 percent of the people
nary "security guards"' is also shown by during the act because of reports by citiOctober 31
Traffic and Security's name change to zens; the other 20 percent of the criminals
6:15 Corpses v. Hung Jury
"Public Safety."
are caught by luck'.
7:30 WSU Alumni v. Tort on Face
To keep crimes down on campus, Keating
He also suggests students geta car alarm
8:45 8 Around v. Barpassers
warns, students need to make sure they if they leave expensive equipment inside
Bye Reasonable Men
lock up all parts of their bikes like detachtheir cars. Alarms are the best deterrents,
able front wheels and to secure all reKeating .said, and people with $1000 steNovember4
moveable parts. Books are also a big prob- reos do not even bother to get $150 alarms.
No Scheduled Games
Michael Mohr Memorial Golf Tourney

How do you spell relief?

••• S-P-0-S-O

year, this group provides support primarily
The stresses of attending a law school
for the partners of law students.
are fairly well known due to the popularity
Members discuss law school's affects
of such law-related shows as the movieon their lives and what things they've done
television series, ''The Paper Chase'' and
more recently TV's ''L.A. Law.'' No one · to make the law school experience a more
positive one for their relationships. It prowould dispute the tremendous pressures
vides a forum for letting off steam, if need
students are under as they strive to succeed
be, and socializing with others with the
in the demanding field of law.
common experience of living with a law
However, if the law student is part of a
student.
couple, vis a vis: married, engaged or othSPOSO is not just a "rap session." Fuerwise, those stresses and pressures are ofture plans include organizing and, hopeten times transferred to the non-student
fully, subsidizing some special events and
partner and are sometimes very difficult to
outings. Although supported by the Studeal with.
dent Bar Association, the group also does
Awareness of law-related stresses and
fund-raising on its own through one time
their affects on the relationship is impordues of $10 and bake sales.
tant to the health and survival of the relaSPOSO is new on the USD campus and
tionship throughout the three to four law
as a result, still relatively small. Parties
school years. Learning to cope and having
interested in getting involved, meeting some
others to talk to is certainlY. beneficial.
great people and enjoying the 1aw school
Where can you go to find counseling or
experience should watch for announcea sympathetic ear? The answer could be
SPOSO (Law Student Spouse & Signifi- ments in the Sidebar or call Karen Sullivan (277-5703), Barbara LoBello (596cant Other Support Group). Formed last

$6.1 million needed for library fund
(Continued from page 1.)

7604) or Deb Winter (549-9085);
Meetings are usually held the third
Wednesday of every month.
--Karen. Sullivan

Nader-O'Connell
debate televised
Two television cablecasts of the USD
Law School's September 18 debate with
Ralph Nader, Professsor Jeffrey O'Connell, Howard Miller and other distinguished
guests are scheduled:
The first will be televised <;>n Sunday,
October 30, 9-11 p.m. on the County Department of Education's "Leaming Channel" on:
Southwestern - Cable Channel 34
Cox
- Cable Channel 23
Dimension - Cable Channel 15
American - Cable Channel 17 A
Cal Video - CableChannel 23
Daniels
- Cable Channel 23
Carlsbad - Cable Channel 23
Julian
- Cable Channel 4

November7
6:15 Tort on Face v. Well Hung & Blue
7:30 Bill Wilson v. Hung Jury
8:45 Barpassers v. WSU
Bye Masterbatters
November 11
12:00 8 Around v. Masterbatters
1:15 Co-Rec Tourney
· 2:30 Co-Rec Tourney
3:45 Co-Rec Tourney
5:00 Co-Rec Tourney
6:15 Harmless Errors v. WSU
7:30 Barside v. Kahunas
8:45 Reasonable Men v. Beavers
November 14
6: 15 Corpses v. Tort on Face
7:30 WSU v. Bill Wilson
8:45 Well Hung & Blue v. Barpassers
Bye Hung Jury
Players and spectators are reminded that
NO BEER is allowed on the field, and as
any alcohol at all may result in forfeiture of
the field, persons are asked to remove any
cans from the parking lot

Journal marks 2nd

year, fall issue set
for January print

cated a desire to give once a specific threshold is reached. They would thus like to
The second will be televised on Monhave their grants cap the fundraising effort
October 16 marked the first anniversary
day,
November 7, on Southwestern 's Chanin reaching the magic $6.1 million goal.
of the Law Faculty's official recognition
Other law firms; too, are waiting for more nel 15.
of the Journal of Contemporary Legal Isdefinite progress before committing them- sues. To those students, administrators,
The four-camera videotaping of this
. selves.
and faculty who have expended their much
"We will also be reaching out to some program was a joint production of USD
demanded time and effort on behalf of our
of the larger corporations," says Schiff. and Southwestern Cable's public affairs Law School's second scholatly legal pubBut she notes the obvious drawback to office. A videotape copy of the full twolication, the editors and members of the
asking a COiporation to support a law sChool and-a-half-hour program will soon be wail- Journal wish to thank you.
is like mixing apples and' oranges. In this able for viewing at·USD's Media Center.
After over a year of operation with two
case, Schiff recognizes the fundamental
issues published, we are optimistic about
rule of fund raising: don't look a gift horse
the_future. The Journal's current plans
in the mouth. ''The greater good of the
include the printing and distributing of its
institution isimportant to the way we raise
Fall 1988 issue in early January and an onfunds for USD," she adds.
campus auction scheduled for November
Set aside your books and bring
Another strategy to raise funds for the
17. A complete bar review course will be
out
your
clubs! Legal Research Center is to offer would~be
sold to the highest bidder and other.great
The 13th Annual Michael Mohr Memodonors the opportunity to memorialize
items will also be available for bidding .
certain areas of the new library in consid- rial Golf Tournament is rapidly approach- Refreshments will also be served. Watch
eration of substantial gift amounts. For ing. A field of 100 golfers will tee it up on
for our announcements.
example, for a gift of only $3,500 the Friday, November 4. The annual event is
Students interested in joining the
library will affix a handsome brass plaque, held to raise funds for student loan funds in Journal's staff may attend the next general
engraved with the donor's name, to one of Law School.
·meeting on Tuesday, November 1, at 5
This year's event will be held at Ivanthe new study carrels. And for a contribup.m.inGuadalupeHall,Room 204. (Later
tor of less modest means, the Legal Re- hoe Golf Course, formerly Cottonwood, in general meetings are scheduled for Nosearch Center can always use a new name Rancho San Diego. The entry fee for USD
vember 15 and 29, same time, same place.)
to replace Kratter (whose original dona- Law Students is $30. Entry includes: green
Students are encouraged to participate as
tion consisted of the book collection only). -fees, electric carts, door prize ticket, tee
members and associate editors, with the
The price tag: $2.5 million. And that's a prizes, trophies, food and on-course beverpotential of serving as one of the eight
real bargain; consider how much it would ages! All of this adds up to what promises senior editors. Duties are varied, ranging
cost to memorialize Harvard's law library. to be a day filled with birdies, bogies and from cite-checking and editing to fundraisthose dreaded "others."
ing.
While classes will be meetFriday (sorry
Students interested in submitting arabout that), no intramurals will be schedticles for consideration should contact
uled.
Margaret Hendrick at 260-4600 X4343.
Check-in time.is 8 a.m. with a shotgun , The deadline for the spring issue has been
NEXT ISSUE: Nov. 22
start scheduled for 9 a.m. Sign up in the
extended to January 15, 1989.
Advertising Deadline: Alumni Office, Room 203G. A full fourSubmission Deadline
Subscriptions for the Journal are availsome is not necessary for sign up.
able through our office or any of our members
Nov.15
Nov.15
So sign up NOW to guarantee your spot or editors.
in the field. See you on the links!
·-Robert Switzer, Senior Editor

tors, Schiff will concentrate on continuing
fund raising efforts such as the telephone
campaign started last May to contact alumni _
who have not supported the Law School in
the past. Schiff notes the success of this
drive is very encouraging as 33 percent of
the alumni contacted are making pledges.
Schiff also works one-on-one with alumni
to solicit pledges. She notes with humor
that the forthcoming election could have
an impact on the fundraising drive, since
one alumnus who specializes in personal
injury claims told her he's considering a
five-figure donation ifhe has a job after the
election (i.e., if Proposition 104 isn't passed).
At this point in the fundraising campaign, Schiff is aware that different strategies are called for to raise extra funding.
One ·of these is to contact alumni from
other cities, hoping they will consolidate
their efforts and make an extra push for the
new library. Citing the generous commitment of Carol Micken Forry (class of '77),
who made a challenge gift to match pledges
of her classmates on a dollar-for-dollar
basis up to $25,000, Schiff hopes alumni
from other classes will come forward with
similar challenge gifts.
Schiff also notes there are several contributors waiting in the wings for substantial progress in the fundraising drive. Some
major foundations, for exampie, have indi-
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Linksters tee it up
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
MONDAY

SUNDAY
October

23

30

6
#

13

SBA
Meeting

TUESDAY
24

SBA
Meeting

31

SBA
Meeting

7

WEDNESDAY
25

November

1

Stress
Seminar

8

-

SBA
Meeting

14

SBA
Halloween
Party

27

2

Lawyers
Guild
Meeting

3

Rejection Letter
9
Shredding Party
Dean's Open Forum

Lawyers
Guild
Meeting

10

Moot Court

Moot Court

26

Stress
Seminar

15

October 28...The SBA-Phi Alpha DeltaMBA HALLOWEEN PARTY takes place
at the Wabash Hall, comer of Interstate
805 and University Avenue. Dance to the
band Cat Tracks and compete in the costume contest. Prizes for Best Costumes
will be Barpassers and Stanley Kaplan Bar
Review courses. The party lasts from 8
p.m. to 1 a.m.

November 5... December grads should
be particularly interested if taking the
February Bar in the School of Law Bar
· Review Program starting with the first in
a series of lectures on the California Bar
exam on Saturday, November 5.
These lectures will be provided to assist
upper-division students in preparing for
the Bar.
Many of the subjects tested on the
October 29 ...First Semester Retreat
exam
have
not been reviewed by a student
will take place from
since
his
or
her first year of law school.
10 a.m. - 3 p.m. at St. Francis Seminary.
Other
areas,
such
the performance skills
The seminary is located on the USD camsection and ethical standards issues in the
pus, south of the football field at 1667
essay questions, are unique to the CaliforSanta Paula Drive, Alcala Park. The renia Bar exam and may be alien to a student
treat includes two spiritual talks, each folpreparing
for the Bar exam. Through early
lowed by personal reflection time. The
instruction and repeated testing in this
retreat is entirely free, lunch will be proprogram, students will be sensitized to the
vided. Those interested are asked to preareas being tested and the testing areas
register with Campus Ministry (Ext. 4485)
which are unique to the California Bar
in order to attend.
exam.
The lecture series will review ConNovember 1-2...The USD Counseling
tracts, Constitutional Law and the PerCenter and the School of Law will' be
formance Skills section of the California
sponsoring a Stress Seminar for law stuBar exam. A general lecture on essaydents on Tuesday, November 1, from 5-6
writing techniques and the multi-state section
p.m., and on Wednesday, November 2,
also will be,presented.1 Exams will be adfrom noon to 1 p.m. Both seminars will be
ministered in each lecture, graded and
held in the Fletcher Reception Hall area.
returned tothe students. Students wishing
'
.
November 4 ...A field of 100 golfers an .individual critique of their exams may
will take to the links on Friday, November schedule appointments with Assistant Dean
Kelly Salt.
·
4, as the 13th Annual Michael Mohr Golf
The following dates have been set for
Tournament.tees it up to raise funds for
the lecture series:
student loans in the law school. Entry fee
Performance Skills Exam
for USD Law Students is $30 which covers
Saturday,November5
lOa.m. - 4p.m.
green fees, electric carts, door prize ticket,
More
Hall
2A
tee prizes, trophies, food and on-course
Essay Writing Techniques .
beverage. Rancho San Diego's Ivanhoe
Saturday,Novemberl2 lOa.m.- Noon
Golf Course, formerly Cottonwood, wjll
Grace
Courtroom .
be the site for the Student/Alumni TourConstitutional
Law
ney. Sign-up in the Alumni Association
To
Be
Announced
Office, More Hall, Room 203G.

POOL

COCKTAILS

······. . .onnellS

DARTS

.~

Sports Lounge

1310 MORENA AT SEA WORLD
•

PING pONG

GIANT TV

276-5637

VIDEO GAMES

16

Lawyers
Guild
Meeting

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

28
'

Michael Mohr
Memorial Golf
Tournament

Moot Court
Finals

17

Contracts
To Be Announced
Students interested in attending the
lecture series should contact Assistant Dean
Kelly Salt in Room 205 or by calling 2604600 Ext. 4362.
November 9 ...The event we have all
been waiting for, The First Annual Rejection Letter Shredding Party is sponsored by the Career Planning and Placement Office. Prizes will be awarded for:
Most-Obvious! y-A-Form-Letter Rejection
Letter, Shortest, Most Verbose, and Most
Sincere rejection letters, as well as many
other categories.
November 9 ...Dean Morris will hold
an Open Forum for students on Wednesday from noon to 5 p.m. in Room 2A. All
students are invited to air their comments,
questions and problems.
November 9-11•..The Jessup International Moot Court Competition, a twoperson team competition, is slated for
November 9-11. Finals will take place in
Grace Courtroom.
November 23-28...USD Ski Club presents Ski Utah. Reservations are being
taken in the Outdoor Adventure Office or
any Ski Club Meeting. For more informa-

4

11

29

First
Semester
Retreat

Bar
Review
Lecture

5

Bar Review
Lecture

12

19

18

tion contact Kirt Bonebrake at 277-1345.
Ongoing ...
Lawyers Guild meets Thursdays at 12: 15
p.m. in the Graduate Student Organizations Office on the first floor of the Uni versity Center to discuss progressive legal
issues and alternative viewpoints.

SID!IBAR serves the USD Law School
as a convenient weekly bulletin. Any
memberof the law school community may
place announcements in SIDEBAR. Place
messages in the SIDEBAR mailbox by
11:30 a.m., Fridays, and your announcement will be published the following
Monday. The mailbox is located in the
basement of More Hall, around the comer
from the Writs. Only 500 copies printed
every week, so be sure to pick up yours
early, every Monday, outside the Writs.
Editor John Altomare may be reached at
421-2439.

/

SBA Council Meetings take place every
Monday at 5 p.m. in Room 2C of More
·
Hall. All students and faculty are wel- :.'.•
come. Proposals should be submitted by 5 · ''l
p.m. on the Wednesday preceding the
meeting. For more information Eall Extension 4346.
.
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Bar Discipline gets state aid with bills'·
(Continued from page 7.)

tion recently defeated in the ·1egislature.
The Bar's proposal would require ethics
and office management training as a part
of required continuing education units for
relicensure. The Report supports the Bar's
proposal and urges a more extensive sys·
tern of continuing education in the specific
substantive areas where attorneys practice
(divorce, bankruptcy, criminal, etc.), with
specialized licensing, continuing education and retesting.
3. Alcohol/Drug Abuse
The Report endorses plans for the Bar
to become actively involved in alcohol and
drug abuse intervention and diversion ,
with specific recommendations for implementation.
-4. Legal Technicians
The Reports supports the diagnosis of
the recent controversial State Bar Public
Protection Committee Task Force Report

on Legal Technicians, but disagrees with
the Task Force 's conclusion that there should
be deregulation of legal technincians with
only a $50 registration requirement and
reliance on public prosecution or civil liability to prevent consumer abuse. The Task
Force Report would allow practice of law,
·including court representation, by legal
technicians.
'
The Monitor's Report conten~s that the
lack oI legal services in areas such as immigration, landlord-ienant1 and consumer
bankruptcy can be ad~essed through regulation which ( 1) is,qii~imally intrusive, (b)
.is notcontrolled by attorneys and·(c) effectively precludes irreparable harm to con- .
8umers from inconipetent pt~ctic~. The
Report preliminarily li's.t& severaI PH~sible .·.,,_,
re~U:latory systems;de$ignswhi9h can ere- ·, ~
ate low-cost legal technicians without as
much consumer risk and abuse as is likely
under the.Task Force's recommendations.
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BAR REVIEW

LOCATION: U.S.D.
ROOM #:
206 A&B
TIME:
9:30 A.M.-1 :00 P.M.

FREE

Enroll in California BAR/BRI now,
Save $200 off your Course and
receive FREE preparation for the

Multistate Professio·
na.1Responsibility Exam
.
1.) · Complete 3 112 hour lecture in early November by

PROFESSOR RICHARD WYDICK

Casebook author (West Publishing); "PLAIN ENGLISH FOR LAWYERS"

2.) Professional Responsibility Outline
a. 124 pages of reference material .
b. ·100 objective practice exam questions, and
c. a complete ABA Code of Professional
Responsibility, ABA Model Rules of ·~
Professional Conduct, and ABA Code
of Judicial Conduct.
3.) TWO complete simulated (50 questions each)
Professi9nal Responsibility exams.

BAR REVIEW

11801 West Olympic Boulevard #7
Los Angeles, California 90064
(213) 477-2542

332.Golden Gate Avenue
San FJancisco, California 94102
(415) 441-5600

-

1407 First Avenue
San Diego, Californfo 92101
(619) 236-0623
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